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Extra gift
worth £170
with orders
placed at the
showrooms!

Vale-Bridgecraft stockists benefit from referrals from the
companies regional showrooms. Our professional team
are on hand to welcome and guide the customer
through the buying process and accept their order
requirements. The order is passed to the stockist who
simply takes the payment and delivers the goods. The
customer is very satisfied as they receive an extra gift worth £170 for
placing the order on the day of the visit. This is a unique way of
generating sales and certainly helps our retailers create a more
comfortable bottom line.

Dawn, David,
Pauline, Sue, Jane
Mytholmroyd
West Yorkshire

Sharon , Maureen,
Loughborough
Leicestershire

Rex, Wendy,
Draycott
Gloucestershire

Penny, Rita,
Nutfield
Surrey

Roger, Gloria,
Eastleigh
Hampshire

Adriana, Jackie,
Lisburn
County Antrim

The best support in
the business
ale

For more information on becoming a
Vale-Bridgecraft stockist
call us on 01422 885000
Best Fabric Upholstery

www.valeonline.co.uk

Handcrafted for
Generations.
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Possibly
the best new
cabinet range
in the UK
and Ireland
TCS - Officially supplying the

‘Best Leather Upholstery in the UK’
Voted by readers of Interiors Monthly
Magazine 2009
Extraordinary Companies are built on Bold Ideas

UK: 00353 42 9 351 351

the complete service

www.tcsimports.com

Ireland: 042 9 351 351

or contact your local representative:
Scotland - Donald Coltart on 07831 188844
North West, North East, Lincolnshire & Yorkshire - Gavin Boden: 07720 074906
East & West Midlands - Peter Bellis: 07860 418168
London North Thames to Northamptonshire - Trevor Cassell: 07710 727895
London and South East - Peter Morris : 07831 558616
South West & South Wales - Paul Clifford on 07886 642086
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Over 120 Individual
Pieces Now Available

The All New Cabinet Range from TCS
Full Colour Brochure now available
Tables : Small Side Boards : Large Side Boards : Matching Chairs : Small Dressers : Large Dressers : 2 Door Glass Display
Cabinets : Single Glass Display Cabinets : Hall Tables : Bookcases : Small Mirrors : Large Mirrors : Coffee Tables : Lamp/End
Tables : Nest of 3 Tables : 3 Drawer HiFi Units : TV Units : CD/DVD Stands

Setting Standards - Not Following Them

UK: 00353 42 9 351 351

the complete service

www.tcsimports.com

Ireland: 042 9 351 351

or contact your local representative:
Scotland - Donald Coltart on 07831 188844
North West, North East, Lincolnshire & Yorkshire - Gavin Boden: 07720 074906
East & West Midlands - Peter Bellis: 07860 418168
London North Thames to Northamptonshire - Trevor Cassell: 07710 727895
London and South East - Peter Morris : 07831 558616
South West & South Wales - Paul Clifford on 07886 642086
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Call 0161 430 8700
for a free brochure
sales@plantationrug.co.uk
www.plantationrug.co.uk
Horsﬁeld Way Stockport
Cheshire SK6 2TJ
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Editor’s comment

Georgian Carpets’ Hathaway Berbers is
produced in three weights in 15 appealing
colours and 4m and 5m widths. It is a 80%
British wool and 20% polypropylene mix.
Tel: 01827 831 430.
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In the vast majority of plans, there is usually a hitch
somewhere. Some are easily surmountable, others are
more of the make or break variety. As I write this, it’s too
early to tell which camp Hilco and Allied Carpets falls
into (see page 10).
The initial publicity that surrounded the pre-pack deal
for Allied Carpets wasn’t the done deal it was presented
as. To buy back the 51 stores it thinks are the best of the
218 Allied was previously made up of, Hilco needed the
agreement of the stores’ landlords. Relatively
straightforward you might think, if it was going to carry
on where it left off. However, Hilco wanted various rent
concessions and the landlords were quick to say no. As
British Land put it, why give a better deal to a struggling
retailer than you would a successful one?
The likelihood is that agreement will be reached that
sees the deal go through, but it has echoes of the
rescue plans of show chain Stylo, which the landlords
threw out in February.
While one name has been reduced to a shadow of
itself, others are returning – that of World of Leather and
Malcolm Healey. Peter Harrison, Furniture Village chief
executive has been trying to get his name on the WoL
brand for years and now intends to use it to differentiate
its upmarket leather upholstery offer from the
competition.
Healey, who set up Hygena before selling the kitchen
chain to MFI at the peak of a stock market boom in the
1980s, is to launch stores for his latest venture, Wren
Kitchens.
Congratulations to the winners of the Interiors
Monthly 2009 awards revealed in this issue, and thanks
to all of you who voted. When you are selling any of the
winning products tell your customers it’s a winning
product or supplier. After all, you want your customers
to have the best. Celebrate the success.

Registered in England no. 6397722
Printed by Headley Brothers
Design by Icon Colour © Interiors Media Limited

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Richard Nunn - Managing Director
Richard Cook Furnishers, Ltd.
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"I would like to take this opportunity to thank you
for a successful sale, and in particular, congratulate you
on your team."
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"During what has been a difficult trading period for many
retailers has proven to be a successful time for us due in
part to the promotion of the Lynch Sale. I would not
hesitate to repeat it in the future."
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Hilco faces resistance on rent deal for
relaunch as it sheds 75% of Allied stores
The deal to relaunch Allied
Carpets as a 51-store chain
after shedding more than
three-quarters of its branches
has hit problems, with
landlords of the majority of
the stores (see box) refusing to
cut rents.
Allied owner Hilco put Allied
Carpets Properties, the
company that held the leases
on Allied’s 218 stores into
administration. It then agreed
pre-pack deals with
administrator BDO Stoy
Hayward to sell 51 stores to
Allied Carpets Retail (formed
on 27 February) and Allied’s
profitable insurance operation
to Allied Inspections (yet to be
listed at Companies House).
Hilco is understood to have
asked landlords of the 51
stores for a rent-free month
followed by half-price rent for
a year.
But, as Interiors Monthly
went to press, reports
emerged that Hilco was facing
resistance from the landlords
of the majority of the stores,
who believe they can let the
outlets to other retailers rather
than cut rents.
At the time of the 17 July
pre-pack, BDO said it was
hopeful of concluding talks
over a second batch of stores,
thought to number 16, by
early August. Hilco has been
pressing for a two-year rentfree period for the 16 stores.
British Land is leading a
group of 14 landlords of 29 of
the 51 branches, and has told
Hilco it must renegotiate its
demands if the deal is to go
ahead as planned.
‘The terms proposed are
not lease assignments and are
no more viable than the CVA
[company voluntary

10

Hilco has plans to relaunch 51 Allied stores

Relaunch stores
The 51 stores are: Aberdeen (Bridge of Don and Portlethen);
Aylesbury; Beckton, London; Bedford; Blackpool; Bridgend;
Brixton, London; Burton on Trent; Cannock; Cardiff (Newport
Road and Culverhouse Cross); Chesterfield; Chippenham;
Christchurch; Colchester; Derby (Meteor Centre); Dumbarton;
Dunfermline; Edinburgh (Seafield Road, New Craighall and
Salamander Street); Edmonton, London; Elgin; Epsom;
Fareham; Farnborough; Glasgow (Great Western Road);
Harrow; Hedge End; Holloway, London; Inverness;
Lewisham, London; Loughborough; North Narrow; Poole;
Prestwick; Putney, London; Reading; Rugby; South Ruislip;
Spalding; Stockton on Tees; Sunderland; Swindon; Tottenham,
London; Uddingston; Walworth Road, London; Watford;
Yeovil and York.
Source: Allied Carpets.
arrangement] proposed by
Stylo [the show retailer that
went into administration in
February], which was
unanimously rejected,’ John
Maddison, British Land
director, told Property Week.
He says landlords have
shown they will work with
retailers and are happy to

Interiors Monthly August 2009

support viable businesses,
citing the successful CVA of
JJB Sports as an example.
However, he warned that
what Hilco wanted would
give it an advantage against
retailers that had not gone
into administration. ‘If we
were to allow terms like this
for a struggling retailer,

successful retailers would ask
why they cannot have such
beneficial terms.’
If Hilco is unable to agree
revised terms with the
landlords it faces the choice of
paying higher rent than it
expected or losing some of its
key branches.
The 51 stores and the
insurance operation employ
400 staff, while the remainder
employ 1,100. Customer
deposits and orders have been
protected, according to BDO.
At the time of the pre-pack
deal, Clive Hutchings, former
Allied Carpets Group chief
executive and described by
BDO as Allied Carpets
Inspections ceo, commented:
‘We have secured the future of
the Allied Carpets brand
through this sale and have the
working capital to provide
continuity and security for our
customers and a significant
proportion of staff.’
He said Allied was a good
business and that through the
sale and additional funding
both operations ‘have the
opportunity to strengthen
their respective market
positions, build on the Allied
brand and ensure an ongoing
commitment to unrivalled
customer service’.
Hilco has recruited Gary
Favell, former MFI chief
executive and Steve Johnson,
former Woolworths chief
executive, to provide advice to
Valco, Hilco’s private equity
division. Hilco had backed
Favell’s unsuccessful MBO at
the furniture chain and ran
Woolworths’ closing down
sale. Clive Hatchard, Land of
Leather finance director before
the sofa chain’s collapse, has
also been approached.
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LoL salesman guilty of theft had
invented accomplices, court told
A former Land of Leather
salesman has received a seven
month suspended jail
sentence and ordered to wear
an electronic tag for three
months after admitting theft
from the chain’s Droitwich
store.
Worcester Crown Court
heard that Christopher Fox,
22, had debts of £10,000 and
feared not receiving any
redundancy if the chain went
into administration. He

arranged for five suites, with a
retail value of £7,500, to be
delivered to friends and family
members. He sold the
upholstery for £3,400. It was
later recovered.
Peter Grice, prosecuting,
told the court that Fox had
claimed the sofas were
discounted stock, which had
been authorised for private
sale by the store manager. He
also implicated another
salesman and insisted the

money was going to be split
three ways. He claimed the
manager had put his £1,200
share into a safe.
But police discovered that
Fox had invented the story of
others being involved, the
court heard.
Recorder Denis Desmond
said Fox was ‘not a very
successful salesman’ and had
committed ‘a gross breach of
trust’. Describing his account
as ‘totally unbelievable’,

William
Davidson
William ‘Bill’ Davidson, former
Vale Upholstery md, died
peacefully on 23 June, aged
92.
He spent a lifetime in the
furniture industry, starting as
an apprentice at C&M Davies
aged 14, before joining the
army in 1940. After being
demobbed he joined Siddal &
Hiltons in Sowerby Bridge,
near Halifax. Three years later
he moved to Barbreck
Upholstery in Hebden Bridge,
quickly becoming recognised
for his management and
design abilities.
He was later approached by
Vale, rising through the ranks
to become md. He retired in
1982 but worked part-time
until 1998. Every model range
Vale produced from 1962 to
1998 was designed and
developed by Davidson. In
1994 he created the Capri
range, still a top seller today.
He is survived by his wife,
Mary, two children, five
grandchildren and 10 great
grandchildren.

Desmond suspended the jail
term for 18 months, ordered
him to carry out 200 hours of
community service and be
subjected to an 8pm to 5am
curfew.
Grice said the salesman Fox
had implicated had sold stock
worth £25,000 in January,
while Fox had sold stock
worth just £20. Fox had
worked for LoL for seven
months at the time of the
theft in February.

Edel
completes
vertical
move

Long’s winning design

Long wins RugMark award
This year’s RugMark design
competition has been won by
Amy Long, a textile design
student from Loughborough
University.
Students were invited to
respond to a commercial
mood board entitled The Beat
of the East.
Judges included leading rug
designer Deirdre Dyson, who
commented on the overall
balance of Long’s entry and
René Dekker, head of the

residential interiors at SHH,
who considered her design to
be commercially attractive.
Runner-up was Crystal
Holloway and third prize went
to Stacy Brafield, both from
Manchester Metropolitan
University.
The competition was cosponsored by rug company
WovenGround and 100%
Design. Winning entries will
be exhibited at the show in
September.

Edel International, Dutch
parent company of Edel
Telenzo Carpets UK, has
purchased its yarn finishing
supplier Yarnco, completing its
aim to become vertically
integrated.
Yarnco uses some of the
latest technology for spinning,
doubling and heat setting of
yarns – including Volkmann
twisting and doubling
machines, Superba heatset
and frisee machines. It can
process polyamide 6,
polyamide 6.6, polyester,
polypropylene, wool and
wool blends.
‘Edel can now react faster
to market demand and should
also be able to bring new
developments to market with
more speed and creativity,’
says Rene Frederiks, Edel md.
Yarnco remains
independently operated,
working for other producers.

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Jysk poised for roll-out
Jysk, the Danish furniture
retailer, is poised for major
expansion after fine-tuning its
UK store model. Locations
under consideration include
high streets, shopping centres
and retail parks.
The chain, which has four

retail park branches, has also
recruited Karen Peace, former
Next buyer, as UK buyer.
Dara Goolsby, sales and
marketing manager says store
layouts, POS and displays
have been revamped since
April 2008 and it was looking

at all store formats. ‘There’s
an abundance of different
types of property, so there’s a
lot to think about.’
Peace would have an
impact on the business ‘to get
our offering right,’ says
Goolsby.

John Wilson
John Wilson, Ulster Carpets
director died on 30 June after
a long illness. He was 76.
Wilson was one of three
sons of Ulster founder George
Walter Wilson, and joined the
business in 1953 following his
education at Galashiels
College. He built up a very
successful tweed cloth
business which greatly
complemented the growing
woven carpet company.
With his brothers Walter
and Edward, and Tom Peattie,
general manager, he formed a
unique partnership for four
decades.
In particular he brought
financial acumen and a
sharp business mind to the
quartet as the company
expanded.
He was fiercely proud of the
family aspect of the company
and was delighted that a
number of the next
generation joined the business
over the past few years. One
of his sons, Richard, is vicepresident of Ulster Carpets Inc
in North America.
Like both of his brothers,
he had a passion for
restoring vintage cars and
accompanied Walter on two
long trips to South Africa and
Australia in their 1908 RollsRoyce.
Wilson is survived by his
brothers, wife Jennifer and
three sons.

12

Brand new: Axminster Carpets has launched a brochure featuring its new
logo and motto: ‘Natural, British and Beautiful’. The brochure allows
shoppers to choose carpet by pattern, texture or colour.

Morris Furniture

Ekornes

Morris
Furniture
has
appointed
Luke McGill
as agent
for the
East
Midlands.

Ekornes has
named Øyvind
Tørlen
(pictured right)
as group
president and
ceo. He had
been deputy

Sealy UK
Steve Freeman has become
md at Sealy UK. He was
previously UK md of The
Schwan Food Company,
which he joined in 1992.

Interiors Monthly August 2009

ceo since June
2007. Former
ceo Nils-Fredrik
Drabløs (left)
will work on
development
projects for the
group.

Mohawk
consolidates
deliveries
Carpet manufacturer Mohawk
Group is to consolidate its
distribution, closing two
centres and shipping
everything from the US to a
site in the Netherlands. Its UK
sales team will continue,
along with a UK customer
services department.
‘Now all our US-made
products are shipped weekly
to one location, improving
lead times and preventing
duplication,’ says Richard
Burkemper, Mohawk
International senior vice
president. ‘Using a single
distribution facility will also
help us to extend our UK
product portfolio, allowing us
to hold more stock of more
products.’
He says the move will
improve sales of its Karastan,
Lees, Bigelow and Durkan
brands.

New members
for the Guild
The Long Eaton Guild has
added two new members,
Iain James Furniture and
Whitehead Designs, ahead of
its Long Eaton Week and Long
Point exhibition.
Matt O’Flynn, Guild
chairman says: Both
companies are a natural
harmonious addition to our
group and more importantly
bring a new dynamic to the
Guild, which we are in the
process of establishing as a
brand of quality and
excellence in furniture
manufacturing.’
From 13-16 September
some 30 companies will be at
members’ showrooms and at
Elvaston Castle.
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Andrew also stated... “Everyone here is just so pleased. Your
team worked very well with ours. The sales results are truly
incredible... and we are all having great fun! Now I’ll have to
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The benefits of holding a Greenwood Sale are many. You’ll
instantly Boost Sales, Clear Stock and Raise Cash as well as
many longer term benefits which are consistently reported by
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Greenwood Retail’s professionally planned sales events
continue to produce record breaking results for Britain’s top
retailers all over the British Isles - RIGHT NOW –
even in the current downturn and warm weather.
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To find out more about Greenwood Sales, why not take look at
our online brochure or call Bernard Eaton or Perry Montgomery
now on 01625 521010 and we’ll be glad to explain the
possibilities and options we can offer you, without obligation.
Why not call today? Now booking promotions for
Autumn/Winter 2009/10.
**ONLY 2 SLOTS REMAINING FOR SEPTEMBER 2009 –
CALL NOW**

New website
coming soon....
Watch this space
www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk

GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD
Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales
Promotion
1 Wilmslow House, Grove Way, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AG
sales@greenwoodretail.com
www.greenwoodretail.com
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Furniture profile

SILVIA NAYLA
BRAZILIAN CARNIVAL
London’s Notting Hill plays host to a
feast of the best furniture from Brazil

It may be best known for coffee, football
and its strong economy of recent years,
but Brazil also has a thriving furniture
industry. It was a popular alternative
location to China for sourcing low cost
products, but in recent years its designers
have come to the fore as the country
follows a design path similar to Spain.
‘We have a good furniture industry in
the south of Brazil, but the manufacturers
there are afraid to take risks when it
comes to design, and prefer to stick to
the classics. Little by little things are
changing. Their eyes are becoming wiser
and opened to the contemporary,’ is how
Fernando and Humberto Campana,
famed for their Edra creations, previously
described the situation.
Silvia Nayla is taking advantage of the
change by providing a showcase for
younger Brazilian designers including
Mario Lopomo, Leonardo Bueno and
Silvio Romero alongside iconic designers
such as Hugo França and Sergio
Rodrigues.
Her Notting Hill store combines the
latest contemporary Brazilian designs and
more traditional designs that use large
(and often very large) pieces of wood.
For Nayla, the mix of designs is
important – and commercially productive.
‘Both artifact designs and contemporary
design are a reflection of Brazil and there
is a clear market for each. Sales are split
almost perfectly down the middle.’
She says customers tend to opt for one
style and rarely mix the two. ‘There is
definitely a distinct market for each style
and we really try hard to represent both
aspects of Brazilian design.’
This is surprising given how well the
two go together, as presented at the
Westbourne Grove store and nearby
warehouse. No attempt is made to
separate the two in-store, with both
schools of design complementing
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Fernando Akasaka’s magazine rack

Sergio Fahrer’s chair
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emorational® wooden furniture
oak ligna collection

Oak - Teak - Walnut
Contemporary design
Living room - Dining room - Bedroom
Solid wood furniture
Come and see us at the fairs or in our showroom in Boom, near Antwerp in Belgium
Maison & Objet Paris - 4-8 September 2009 - Hall 5A Stand C110-D109
ETHNICRAFT NV - Alf Martin - Scheldeweg 5 - 2850 Boom - Belgium
T +32 3 443 01 26 - F +32 3 443 01 27 - alf.martin@ethnicraft.com

www.

Ethnicraft.com
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Furniture profile
each other perfectly; sleek lines
contrasting with the natural contours and
individuality of the artifact designs.
The 7,500sqft warehouse, which is
being refurbished, doubles as a second
showroom – customers are ferried there
or they can book by appointment – and
allows Nayla to offer delivery from stock,
rather than waiting several weeks for
production plus shipping from Brazil.
‘I think our delivery is very important,
as it is unique for high end designers to
offer this service. It is not easy, but
definitely worth it. The majority of our
customers want immediate delivery,
unless it’s a custom order,’ she says.
Nayla and her husband ran a successful
restaurant business before moving into
furniture. ‘I have always been interested
in design and interior decoration and
especially in contemporary Brazilian
furniture design. Once I had the means
to do it, it seemed like an obvious choice
for me to open my own store focusing
on Brazil and its up and coming
designers.
‘Personally I have always felt that
Brazilian design is typically more nature
oriented and rooted in traditions. I feel
that Brazilian design is unique,
continuously innovative and yet never
veering too far from tradition. Each sale is
unique, we have products ranging in
value from £20 to £55,000… there is
truly something for everyone.’
Most of the products are exclusive to
Silvia Nayla in the UK, and she is
constantly searching for new products. ‘I
spend 25 hours a day sourcing new
materials – it’s a job that is never done!
‘When we first opened, the economic
situation was far less of an issue and so
the impact of the recession was not
expected. But I think when you deal with
art and design there is always a market
for it and so far we have been right.’
Nayla hopes to open further branches
as the designs are successfully appealing
to a non-Brazilian community. ‘Eventually
we would love to open more, but right
now we are concentrating on providing
the best service and showcasing the best
products we can. Therefore our primary
focus is our gallery as well as refurbishing
the showroom.’
So what’s next? ‘We are working hard
with a possible collaboration in Greece!’
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Furniture profile

Silvia Nayla offers
furniture from
Brazilian designers
including Graça
Kazan & Luiz
Mario Moura
(above) and Sergio
Rodrigues (left)

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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New products

1

5

2

3
vinyls (Sensation and Mystery) and a broad stripe (Evoke).
Tel: 01274 688 448.

4

3 Limelight’s Apollo bedstead has a simple black frame and
stylish curved headboard creating a bed that will complement
any bedroom. The gloss finish provides sophistication, while
comfort is guaranteed with a sprung-slatted base. The low
foot-end frame will ensure this bed does not overwhelm a
small room. Tel: 01455 850 150.

1 Able to transform staircases with a handy DIY approach,
Stair Make-Over is seeking partnerships with distributors and
wholesalers. ‘It epitomises the ease and convenience of DIY
products, but is aimed at the wholesaler and distributor as we
feel this higher-level channel is a better route to market for
the quality of the system,’ says Ronnie Houben, Stair MakeOver UK account manager. Tel: 00 31 402 086 222.

4 ITV’s 60 Minute Makeover programme is now relying on
Hyper underlay from Floorwise to ensure that homes get the
right carpet underlay for their needs. Floorwise is working
with the programme’s production and design teams to equip
homes with the recycled and recyclable PU foam underlay, but
to also make sure that the underlay is suitable for the
particular location. Tel: 01509 673 974.

2 Prestigious Textiles has extended its portfolio of
wallcoverings with Euphoria, a collection of seven lustrous
wallpapers designed and coloured to reflect a softening of
whole-room decor. Euphoria comprises two contemporary
embossed florals (Obsession and Solitude), two sophisticated
retro-graphic designs (Harmony and Rhythm), two textured

5 Contrasting light and dark timber effect luxury vinyl tiles
from the Polyflor Expona Design collection and deep blue tiles
from the company’s Noppe Stud Tile range of rubber tiles
bring high performance and underfoot style to Stena Line’s
new Victoria Sea Terminal No 4 at the Port of Belfast. Tel:
0161 767 1111.
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See the new Dorset range at Manchester - stand D61

A perennial favourite, classic pine furniture brought
up to date with quality manufacturing techniques

4ft 6in bed

£79.90

4 drawer
chest

3 drawer
bedside

£59.90

£19.90

Double
wardrobe

£89.90

Blanket box

£44.90

Dressing
table set

£89.90

AT T E N T I O N R E TA I L E R S

“Your customers need you to provide
quality products, good service,
but above all in times like these,
exceptional value for money.”
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New products

7

6

7 Wealden’s quality, style and value have made it one
of CPW Furniture’s most endearing ranges. Recent
innovations have expanded the range of finishes on
offer as well as improving quality with the addition of
dovetail joints. Available in lacquered, oiled or
unfinished, Wealden’s neutral demeanour makes it
ideal for all styles of home. Tel: 01797 225 014.

10

8 Vogue Beds is travelling the country to show
retailers its excellent range of beds and mattresses on
board its new showvan (pictured). The van holds six
90cm mattresses with room for a 90cm divan,
displayed with one of Vogue’s high quality mattresses.
A compartment holds two vacuum packed mattresses;
one open, one vacuum packed. Tel: 01455 841 257.
9 After 25 years of supplying to the upper end of the
fitted bedroom industry and to national showhomes,
Ashmoors is looking to expand into retailers of
upholstered furniture and interior designers, with its
stylish and creative designs to furnish any home. To
see the complete range, visit www.ashmoors.co.uk.

6 Whitestone Weavers’ City Twist has been expanded from eight to
21 colours. Available in a range of four different pile weights (30oz
to 60oz), City Twist is an 80/10/10 British Wool product,
manufactured in the UK and available in 4m and 5m widths. New
colourways include Linen, Nutkin, Savannah, Reed and Granite. Black
Panache has also been included in response to customer demand for
a tufted carpet in black. Tel: 01429 892 555.
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10 Join the Plantation Rug Company at stand A24A at
the National Floor Show and be inspired by its latest
collection of rugs. Already sought after by the media,
Twinkle is proving to be a media starlet, making this
brightly coloured rug a must-have for 2010. Visit
www.plantationrug.co.uk for more information.

8
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NATIONAL FLOOR SHOW
SHOW GUIDE

C ARPETS

FURNITURE

RUGS

BEDS

L AMINATE
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Flooring profile

FLUDES CARPETS
SENSE AND SENSIBILITY
A level headed approach and commitment to
service has seen a long established chain prosper

Fludes makes sure its customers are aware of its service promise

For many consumers in the South East of
England the word carpet is synonymous
with another: Fludes. While rivals are
chasing orders at any price, the sevenstore chain is maintaining an approach
that has seen it prosper for seven
decades – so much so that Interiors
Monthly readers voted it Flooring Retailer
of the Year (3-stores plus). Next month
the chain celebrates its 80th anniversary,
and looks set to enjoy another milestone
in 2029.
Richard Flude, md is the third
generation of Fludes to run the company,
and family values are at the heart of its
success. The chain has established itself
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as a byword for flooring in
East and West Sussex, while
resisting the temptation to
over expand. Being the best is
Flude’s objective, not the
biggest. A point
demonstrated by the lack of a
store in Brighton, which could
be its largest target market.
Fludes’ store location is like a
doughnut, covering the outer
ring but not the centre.
The explanation is simple:
rents are too expensive and
parking is a major issue. But
Fludes’ reputation means
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Visit us at
The National Floor Show,
Harrogate on Stand B11.
For that fresh summer feel, why not choose one of our
cool pastel shades in our Midnight Twist Collection.

Tel: 01827 831430

Fax: 01827 831431

www.georgiancarpetsuk.co.uk
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Flooring profile

Fludes says customers need to understand the true value of what they are buying

that people are willing to drive a few
miles to get to a store.
Flude says that converting footfall into
orders is key and owning several
freeholds allows the stores to compete
not just on price. Talk to him about the
market and he is upbeat. Customers have
an overall figure in their minds of how
much they want to spend, and prices per
square metre isn’t that important. For the
sales staff the skill is to make sure
customers understand the value of what
they are buying.
‘There’s so much fear instilled through
the media on how to get the best deals
and screw your local retailers. That’s one
sure way to make sure that in a couple of
years’ time you haven’t got any choice.
Customers are quite fearful of not
spending too much, because everyone
tells them they can pick up bargains on
the high street. It’s their perception of,
whether they getting good value or not.’
Perception, Flude says, is vital for larger
chains. ‘I know lots of professional
people who say: “How can you
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For more information telephone 01827 831525 / fax 01827 831508
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Flooring profile

Carpet accounts for 70% of sales

compete with Carpetright, there is always
50% off?” When I explain how you do
that, they are amazed and I’m always
surprised they haven’t seen that.’
For Flude, marketing is about building
the brand rather than stressing prices. Its
local Press and radio advertisements
highlight products. Cost isn’t mentioned,
driving footfall is the aim. Once shoppers
have crossed the threshold it is up to the
sales staff to deliver the right message.
This involves resisting the temptation to
introduce a low cost range to ensure a
sale – any sale.
‘My dad has always said to me: “You
can always move down but it’s very
difficult to move people back up.” I think
when things are quiet there’s a lot of
knee-jerk reactions about.’
For Fludes, 70% of sales are carpet;
vinyl, laminate and wood make up 18%
and 12% rugs. Laminate sales have
dropped, in favour of wood and
engineered wood – V4 is now Fludes’
sole supplier – while natural flooring has
seen a fall in recent months.
The conversation turns to the fate of
Allied Carpets and its promise to beat any
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‘The biggest
challenge is for
retailers to hold
their bottle’
quote. This may worry sales staff but
Flude is unperturbed.
The store achieves a 90% conversion
rate on measurements which, says
Fludes, is phenomenal considering that
some people see a price and may not go
ahead.
‘My guys say: “We need to be cheaper,
we need to do this.” I say, “Well, why do
you say that? We must be competitive
because if we weren’t we’d get 50%60%. So people must want to deal with
us. All we need is to get more likeminded people into the store.
‘There’s lots and lots of little things that
don’t cost very much money that you
can actually give to the customer, like the
wow factor. The biggest challenge, I
think, is for retailers to hold their bottle,
not panic and think of price when people

say, “what’s the best price you can do?”
Customers would rather deal with a local
store than a multiple.’
Fludes says you need to get a rapport
with customers and sometimes not
taking what people say initially too
literally, because they don’t walk into a
carpet shop every day.
‘If they say, “I don’t want to spend too
much money,” it’s almost like, I’ll get that
off my chest. But then if you start talking
about colour, what they want and so on,
people relax and can visualise their room,
how it is now and how they want it.
‘If you can get that person to start
talking about it, it’s like a holiday, you see
yourself on the beach, you see the sun
shining, you can feel the heat on your
back. Within five or 10 minutes, a
salesman should have a good rapport
with the customer, because they’ve
relaxed.’
Relaxing is mentioned a lot and Flude
gives off an aura of relaxation. But
beneath the calm persona is a
determination that has Fludes’ longevity
at its core, and that landmark century in
business.
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Tomkinson Twist range
80% Wool 20% Polypropylene
16 natural colours
4 qualities - Regular, Supreme, Deluxe and Ultimate
2 widths - 4 and 5 metres

Sales Tel: 01827 831 450
Fax: 01827 831 451
Email: sales@mrtomkinson.co.uk
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Carpet

MAKE A BRAND
DELIVER THE MESSAGE
Developing a brand and reputation is vital for
manufacturers – so how are they positioned?

Lano’s Chislehurst Twist

A brand is a distinctive maker’s name or
trademark, symbol or design used to
identify a product or group of products,
according to the dictionary. Reputation is
also part of a brand, so how are carpet
manufacturers ensuring their brands
stand out from rivals?
Steve Upperton, Axminster Carpets
sales director says: ‘Our brand is
synonymous with British quality and style
and this is completely reflected in our
carpets. With a recently refreshed logo
and our new slogan, Natural British
Beautiful, we have captured the charm
and refined elegance found in all our
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carpets and consumers will simply love
the story that is portrayed.’
Carpets were originally made in the
Devon market town of Axminster in 1755
and since then Axminster Carpets has
built a reputation for quality, style and
elegance.
‘Combined with the appeal of local
manufacturing and the environmentally
friendliness of the widespread use of
wool, a carpet from Axminster is hard to
resist,’ maintains Upperton.
Of course, the story would be nothing
without great quality carpets, he says,
and while Axminster is famed for pattern,

it also has the extensive Devonia Plains
collection.
‘Featuring beautiful natural tones, as
well as some more vibrant alternatives, in
an 80/20 mix, the collection provides a
perfect entry point to one of the most
appealing stories in carpet,’ he says.
The company’s patterned carpets are a
major attraction and while it has
traditional axminster styles in strong
tones, many of the patterns in its
portfolio respond to the trend for delicate
patterns on a neutral base.
‘These carpets are undeniably elegant
and use 100% locally sourced wool.
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art on the floor
See us at Harrogate - Stand B32
Reps & Agents:
John Pringle – Cumbria & NE: 07779 140781
Paul Brown – Midlands: 07973 783532
Richard Cooper – E Anglia: 07860 525245
Gary Foster – Home Counties N: 07515 283872
Mark Broster – London & SE: 07766 255222
Jenny Borrett – South & SE: 07969 816727

Alex Kilday – Scotland: 07775 504929
Peter Baldwin – NW: 07973 410688
Mark Keepfer – Wales & SW: 07976 700222
Gary Kendall – Home Counties N: 7802 661944
John Constable – London & SE: 07836 734322
Mark Borrett – South & SE: 07968 119056

©

clarendoncarpets
Gorsey Lane, Coleshill, Birmingham, B46 1JU
Sales: 01675 433066
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Carpet
‘Spun, dyed and
woven right here in
Britain, what could
be more aspirational
for British
householders?’
through style, while also delivering a high
level of performance. What’s more, with
the Lano Carpets name behind them
these carpets are backed by our usual
levels of service and marketing support.’
Ian Hammond, Vorwerk UK sales
director says: ‘We are about delivering
unique style to the home. It is clear that
our ranges offer something different
for the homeowner, giving the retailer
an opportunity to include textures,
colours and patterns that are not seen
elsewhere.
‘For instance, even our plain range,
Modena has a beautiful velour texture
and comes in 84 colours including

Vorwerk’s Nomada

Spun, dyed and woven right here in
Britain, what could be more aspirational
for British householders?’ asks Upperton.
For Lano Carpets, great value is at the
heart of its brand message. ‘We have
always been known for great value but
our recent introductions take this to an
even greater level,’ says Birger Karlsson,
Lano UK sales manager.
‘We have responded to the market shift
with our Chislehurst Twist, Penhurst
Wilton and Portman Twist, that have
been designed to deliver maximum value
and style.
‘The expectations of consumers are
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now higher than ever before and so all
these ranges feature the stain busting
performance of 100% polypropylene and
come backed with a 10-year Stain-Less
warranty. This helps to instil peace of
mind and makes the carpet an even more
attractive purchase.’
Karlsson says with Chislehurst Twist
and Portman Twist the company is
exploiting the popularity of deep textures
with an almost shaggy quality.
‘Our new ranges epitomise our
approach to current market conditions
and retailers can benefit from valuedriven carpet that attracts consumers

Axminster’s Natural Stripe
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Lothian
by

For more information visit us at
Stand C16, National Floor Show, Harrogate
Kingsmead Carpets – 01827 831424, info@kingsmead-sales.co.uk
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Carpet
‘We use only the
best quality
materials to produce
our carpets and
offer an extensive
range of both
texture and weight’

Royal Axminster Versaille

bright pinks, black and sky blues.
Captured in a new display stand, retailers
can really make the most of carpets that
draw the eye, whether that is through
the colours of Modena or the amazing
textures of Platina and Fabula.’
Hammond says many of its carpets also
use polyamide. This, he says, gives
Vorwerk the edge in terms of durability
and everyday ease and many
homeowners are surprised to feel how
soft the fibre can be.
‘Vorwerk Carpets is ideal for a new
wave of consumers who are looking to
get more out of their carpet than a beige
twist pile. For those retailers used to
dealing with customers who have a
definitive idea of what they are looking
for, our Fascination collection offers a
great window of opportunity.’
Bronte Carpets says the company has
worked to establish its name with
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bespoke luxury carpets. It uses only the
best quality materials to produce carpets
and offers an extensive range of both
texture and weight, all available in any
colour and any width up to 12m with no
joins.
This is supported in a variety of ways
including rebated display stands, area
exclusivity and a measuring service on
complicated inlaid border projects.
The company has seen growth in the
popularity of shagpile carpets, and while
beiges and creams are still the most
common, it has seen ‘a slight lean back
towards colour.
‘Towards the end of 2009 or into 2010
we are hoping to add to our shagpile
range in terms of the number of qualities
we offer and we hope to introduce a
different texture to the range,’ the
company says.

Bronte’s Shagpile
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Commercial Manager
Claire Higgins - 07807 839 455
Area Manager (North and South East England):
Ian Martin - 07966 921 575
Area Manager (Midlands and South West England):
Andrew Nelson - 07854 127 625
Area Agent (North Thames and East Anglia):
Mark Fletcher - 07976 430 380
Area Agent (South Thames):
Dan Yates - 07966 229 084
Area Agent (South Wales):
Rhiannon Matthews - 07976 284 796
Area Agent (South West England):
Warren Conway - 07966 229 083
Area Agent (South coast):
Tom Perry - 07794 072 449
Area Agent (North East):
Andy McCullum - 07968 862 609
Area Agent (West country):
Jamie Driver - 07971 306 632

BMK Carpets
BMK House,
PO Box 158,
Leeds LS9 1AS
Email:
sales@bmkcarpets.com
Website:
www.bmkcarpets.com

BMK Sales Tel: 0113 380 5333
BMK Sales Fax: 0113 380 5339
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Carpet

Lounge Berber oatmeal

MR TOMKINSON
‘The range covers a broad spectrum
of different styles and colours, with
a view to give the consumer
maximum choice’

Playroom Crystal Twist
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The branding message behind Mr
Tomkinson is clear: the brand represents
value for money carpets. ‘The range
covers a broad spectrum of different
styles and colours, with a view to give
the consumer maximum choice,’ says
Mike Dobson, Mr Tomkinson general
manager.
To this extent the company has
developed a strapline to reinforce the
message: Your carpet specialist.
‘This is intended to convey to the
consumer that the products have been
well researched by us and have been
developed to ensure many years of
satisfaction, as expressed through our
Performance Promise,’ says Dobson.
He says an inherent part of the brand’s
strength is its support for stockists.
‘We pride ourselves on the level of
support that we offer to our customers.
All of our displays are fully merchandised
with new samples within a month of a
new product launch. We offer a free

Saxony cream

sample service to all of our accounts, and
we offer a delivery service that ensures
over 90% of all orders can be delivered
within 48 hours of receipt.’
Dobson says 80/20 wool twists remain
the key product area of volume for the
company.
‘The combination of oil-based price
increases and the weakness of the pound
has significantly narrowed the gap over
recent months between wool and
manmade twists, making wool products
that much more competitive in the
marketplace. Beige remains king in terms
of colour choice, although earth tones
have definitely grown in popularity
recently. As for other colours, grey has
proved successful in new product
launches.’
For Mr Tomkinson the economic
situation has made launches even more
important, not less.
‘The challenging times have led a
number of companies to scale down and
even cancel their launch plans. This can
only have a major impact upon their
business as we operate in a market
where the products, colours and
customer base are constantly changing,
and we need to be forever responding to
these changes,’ he explains.
Dobson says retailers can expect
Mr Tomkinson to develop its brand by
continued investment in new products
and new ways of displaying those
products. ‘It is too important not to.’
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Recently recoloured
New Ashworth
Super 40oz & Extra Super 50oz
80/20 Wool Twist
21 Colours
Available in 4 & 5 metres
Premiere showing at the
National Floor Show.
See us at Stand A23.

Sales Tel: 01827 831434
Sales Fax: 01827 831435
Email: sales@manxcarpets.co.uk
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Carpet

GEORGIAN CARPETS
‘The key to our success is not
only product development, but
also how well the products are
merchandised’
Six and a half years after its relaunch
Georgian Carpets has firmly
established itself as a leading player in
the wool twist market.
At the heart of its development has
been product development and
merchandising, according to Peter
Kimmins, general sales manager.
Georgian covers all sectors of the
wool twist market from the top end,
with products such as Midnight Twist
and Cathedral Twist, to the budget
end with products including Lichfield
Twist, Georgian Twist and Greenwich
Twist. It also has two Wool Velvet
collections and four wool loop pile
berbers.
‘Georgian’s extensive product range
began with the highly successful
Hathaway collection, an 80/20 wool
twist in 30oz, 40oz, 50oz and 60oz
weights. We now have under the
Hathaway name Hathaway Plus,
Hathaway Naturals and the recently
launched Hathaway Berbers, all
competitively priced British Wool
twists,’ says Kimmins.
The most recent launch is Tresco, a
40oz and 50oz twist in 19 colours.
Three years ago Georgian acquired
the Stoddard brand along with such

ranges as Temple Twist and Natural
World. It is about to launch Luxor
Wool Twist in 40oz and 50oz weights
in 16 subtle colours to the collection.
‘We feel that the key to our success
is not only product development, but
also how well the products are
merchandised. Over the past few
years we have invested heavily in
producing quality POS displays such
as wall units, tombolas, lecterns and
pattern book stands for independent
retailers. This investment continues
throughout 2009 with new units,’
says Kimmins.
‘Retailers can also get help with
merchandising from our eight territory
managers in Britain and two agents
for Northern Ireland and the Republic
of Ireland’
Georgian offers a next day delivery
service for most areas, and at least
two deliveries a week for remaining
locations.
‘Cutting back on investment in new
products and POS would be the easy
thing to do in the current economic
situation, but that would be the road
to ruin. It is vital that we continue to
invest and that is exactly what we will
do,’ says Kimmins.

Georgian was relaunched six and a half years ago
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Midnight Twist

Crystal Stripes Twist
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TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF THIS SUPERB
PACKAGE NOW!
THE OSSFLOOR
UK SALES TEAM
AWAIT YOUR CALL!
The North West
PETER BALDWIN
07973 410 688
Yorkshire, North East
ALDO BERETTONI
07971 173 560
Sussex, Surrey, Kent,
Berkshire, South London
MARK BROSTER
07766 255 222
Essex, N&E London,
Suffolk, Cambs
NICK HART
07771 967 609
Devon, Cornwall,
Dorset & Part Hants
BRENDAN HART
07850 130 221
Beds, Bucks, Herts & Oxon
PETER LAWRENCE
07802 422 810

NEW
FOR SPRING 2009!
OUR VERY OWN

TOP TEN
®

OSSFLOOR

uk

C A R P E T S

5 Fantastic

Saxonies, Plains & Tonals. Stainfree & bleach cleanable

5 Super Twists
Including Plains & Heathers

• All 4 & 5mm wide

Scotland
MIKE MORTIMER
07975 682 385

• 80/20 Wools

East Midlands
& Lincolnshire
MARK VINER
07860 733 816

• Bleach Cleanable

• Stainfree
• Value for money

West Midlands
PAUL BREWER
07798 745 181
South Wales, Bristol,
Hereford & Glous
MARK KEEFER
07967 700 222

OFFICE:
TEL: 01675 433 031
FAX: 01675 433 521

All featured on our
desireable Oak effect
18 x 18 P.O.S. Lecturn
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Rugs

BLACK AND WHITE FACTS
A TOUCH OF COLOUR
Some manufacturers are playing it safe
with rugs to ensure sales are made

There will be a rug that matches a
consumer’s taste, whatever style, material
and colour they want. So what are the
current tastes and what can the market
expect in the near future?
‘In recent times consumers have been
spoiled for choice but there is no doubt
now that the impact of the credit crunch
is resulting in retailers moving back to
safer colours and designs to reduce the
risk of being caught with stock that is
hard to shift,’ says Robert Witherington,
McThree UK and Republic of Ireland sales
manager.
’As we specialise in the polypropylene
end of the market we are seeing a
concerted move from consumers who
would have previously been prepared to
pay for the higher priced wool
alternatives but are now happier to go
for the safer and better functionality
offered by the PP rugs.’
Mike Richardson, Kersaint Cobb general
manager, says: ‘The rainbow drops
colours have gone well along with the
classic black and white look. The natural
tones in our squares, circles, waves and
stripes have always been solid and I think
this is unlikely to change in a big way.’
At Rugs With Flair, the situation is
similar, with naturals continuing their
seemingly unchallenged popularity, while
blacks and reds are still showing the
strong performance seen since the start
of the year.
For Roger Oates, demand for stronger
colours and bolder designs has jumped.
‘The flatweave rugs feature statement
stripes and it is the bold, broad banded
rugs rather than the classic fine lines that
customers are ordering,’ says Oates, md
of the eponymous firm. The most popular
range is Tapis d’avignon felt.
McThree has recently launched
Sacramento with a brown and beige
colourbank to ensure it goes with most
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rooms and furniture and
has a wool feel.
‘In contrast, Vegas uses
more contemporary
colours and designs to put
life into the lower end of
the market which over the
years has become
dominated by classical
designs. Vegas should
therefore appeal to a
younger market who are
still prepared to go with
the latest colour
combinations but who
don’t necessarily want to
pay “designer”’ prices for
it,’ says Witherington.
Richardson says: ‘For
new products I am looking
to try to tap into more
current trends within
fashion. So you are likely to
see further black and white
designs but with vibrant
yellow and red accents,
also bold colours in both
stripes and designs, and
aubergine, soft green, and
blues coming into other
designs.’
The firm is also
developing a number of
designs, which if released,
will provide a major boost
to its more contemporary
offering.
However, Richardson
warns that while suppliers
are likely to have cut prices
to encourage retailers to
buy in the traditionally
quiet summer period, stock
needs to sell before new
designs are likely to hit
stores.

Kersaint Cobb’s Gobi

McThree’s Sacramento
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NATIONAL FLOOR SHOW
HEAD FOR HARROGATE
The halls of the Harrogate International Centre will
see scores of new products from 8-10 September

Brockway’s Cresta

To celebrate the 12th anniversary of its
flagship Knight Tile range, Karndean is
adding 12 new products to the collection
at Harrogate. Including four oak and six
stone designs, the tiles boast both
modern and neutral styles.
‘What better way to celebrate 12 years
of Knight Tile than to introduce 12 new
products. It is important to Karndean that
we continue to offer great value in terms
of design and we are looking forward to
showcasing this range at this year’s
National Floor Show,’ says Dan Lovell,
marketing director.
Knight Tile is the most well known of
all the Karndean ranges, endorsed by the
fact that it is also the most popular
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viewed range on its website. It has six
styles: marble, ceramic, slate, stone,
terracotta and wood.
The British Wool Marketing Board will
launch a quality logo for British Wool
carpets. The logo, a key part of the
Origin is Everything campaign, will mark
its year-long environmental impact study
and give manufacturers a powerful tool
when highlighting actual fibre content
and environmental rating.
’The industry will now have
measurable data which positions British
Wool favourably for the growing
environmental agenda. Introducing the
logo will see a new standard for British
Wool carpet aimed at buyers who want

Karndean’s Knight Tile

to know the pedigree of the fibre
content,’ says Richard Poole, British Wool
European business manager.
NFS will see the UK launch of Adore
Luxury Flooring, offering vinyl tiles with a
locking system for glueless installation.
Initially available on 10 wood styles,
Adore has 67% recycled content, optional
micro-bevels, ‘handscraped’ finishes, a
micro-ceramic wear layer and nano-silver
anti-microbial technology.
Paul Brady, Adore Europe ceo says
Adore encapsulates the three decades of
experience and innovation from parent,
luxury vinyl tile manufacturer, Daejin.
Ease and reliability from a licensed and
patented locking system makes the
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The Home Of
Modern Day Saxony

Several New Ranges Are Due To Be
Launched This Summer.
P.O. Box 10468, Birmingham B46 1WN
Tel: 01675 433501 Fax: 01675 433521
Email: sales@homefoundations.co.uk

Where
Great
Floors Begin
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Ryalux’s Williams Classics

product stand out from the opposition,
says the company. Adore offers a 25-year
residential warranty.
Flooring is also available without the
locking system for stick-down application
in a range of wood planks and stone
tiles. Both have a 0.5mm wear layer.
Lano’s Chislehurst Twist is a heather
style carpet with an 8mm pile height,
giving depth of texture and excellent
levels of underfoot comfort. Available in a
4m width with 15 natural tones such as
rum, chestnut, hemp, angora and
sapphire. Portman Twist has a shorter pile
height providing a less heavy texture in
14 heather shades. Penhurst Wilton is
made from 100% polypropylene and
carries the 10-year Stain-Less warranty.
Available in 4m widths, it has seven
natural tones.
Ryalux is previewing the Ultimate Living
Collection, a bespoke exclusive
handmade range in widths up to 7m.
Available in 12 textures from twists
through to shag piles, it will be available
by November.
Among Carpenter’s launches will be
Ultrastep, a 9mm underlay aimed at the
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Novostrat will show its lightweight underlays, including Sonic Gold Excel, its highest specification
underlay for wood and laminate floors, which achieved significant market penetration in its launch year

top end of the domestic market,
combining firmness and support with
comfort.
Brockway Carpets will introduce a host
of new colours for three of its most
popular ranges, the Cresta, Amore and

Florian wool-rich tufted carpets. Cresta,
available in 40oz and 50oz versions, has
13 new colours making a total of 28. The
60oz Florian now has 18 colours and the
45oz Amore has added seven
colours to its offer.
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The greener ﬂooring
Today’s consumers are more environmentally conscious,
looking for ﬂooring solutions that are stylish yet gentle on
the environment. A laminate ﬂoor from Pergo is just that.
Pergo is PEFC certiﬁed, signifying that all its ﬂoors are
produced from raw materials from renewable forests.
Recycling is principal too, with 80% of products’ content
consisting of wood surplus from the wood industry.
As the ﬁrst ﬂooring company to receive both the ISO 14001
certiﬁcate, which recognises its excellent environmental
management systems, and the ofﬁcial Nordic Ecolabel,
Pergo is proud to offer an environmentally responsible
choice, with the widest range of products available.
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NATIONAL
FLOOR SHOW
More than 140 companies will be exhibiting at
HIC and surrounding hotels from 8-10 September

#
3M

C23A

A
Abingdon Flooring
Adore Floors
Aerolay
Afghan Carpet Industries
Alfa
Anisa Carpets
Asiatic Carpets
Associated Weavers
AT Industries

A13
C47
B4A
A8
Reception
C34
M26
B9
A17

F Ball & Co
F Engel Workwear
Floor Train
Flooring Magazine
Foamfield Rubbers
Furlong Flooring

Gaskell Wool Rich
A6
Gearing Media Group
A1a
Georgian Carpets
B11
Global Exposition
B22-B25, B8A-B8H

H

Bajong Carpets
St George Hotel
Ball & Young
M33
Betap Tufting
Majestic Hotel
Brink & Campman
C7
British Wood Flooring Association RH16
British Wool Marketing Board
C18
Brockway Carpets
C13
Bronte Carpets
M17

Hadfields
Hand Made Carpets - Private
HBS Floor Trade
Heckmondwike
HJR Distribution/Saicos UK

C

J

C&H Distribution
Carpenter
Central Flooring
Clarendon Carpets
Classic Collection
Classis Carpets & Rugs
Condor Carpets
St George
Contemporary Life and Textiles
Contract Flooring Journal
Cormar Carpets

C20
C2
B3A
B32
B6
M3
Hotel
C10
C4
A14

D
Diamond Key
Dickinson Moore
Dinarsu Imalat ve Tic T.A.S.

A11
M28
B9A

E

B1
RH5
Aa1
B11a
C39
B18

G

B

C27
A15
A24
B3
A19

I
I Nemetnejad
Interiors Monthly
Janser UK
Jarfort

A1
A17a
B29
C41

K
Karndean International
Kentwood Flooring
Kersaint Cobb
Kingsmead Carpets
KJC Carpets

M24
C19
B7A
C16
B28

L
Laboratoire Primatech
Lano
Laser Measure UK
Lees Mohawk UK
Leica Geosystems

RH10
M21
RH14
M6
RH1

M

Ecovise
Edel Telenzo Carpets
Elliott Anti - Slip
ETC rugs and carpets
ETF Machinefabriek
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C5
C43
B26
C42A
C21A
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Manx Carpets
Marling Floorbrand
Mastercraft Rugs
Masterpiece Systems
Matthys

A23
RH4
B30
C46
M13A

Entrance
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florprotec
Quality Temporary Floor Protection

Florprotec® is a leading supplier of temporary floor protection
products for use in the construction industry, interior fit-out trades, ship
building and refurbishment markets. In addition to floor protection
products Florprotec® also provide specialist protection methods for
vertical surfaces such as doors, mirrors, glass, high class joinery and lift
interiors to name a few. Florprotec® is a major supplier of quality floor
protection products in the UK, operating from a modern, dedicated
office and warehouse premises in the Midlands.
Whatever your requirement for temporary protection Florprotec® will have a
product to suit. Florprotec® strive to provide a world class customer service
along with top quality products at keen prices.

Why use temporary protection?
Fast track build programmes and delay penalties now see floors and finishes
installed at an earlier stage within the build programme. This means finishes
are exposed to following trades leaving the potential for damage. Any
repair or cleaning can prove costly and time consuming and can result in a
delay in hand over of the premises. Florprotec® products allow for finishes to
be installed, then protected, meaning the site can progress as planned.

What materials to use on site?
By asking yourself the following questions Florprotec® can provide a suitable
product for use on your site.
What finish requires protection?
What traffic on site will the protection be exposed to?
How long will protection be on site for?
Does the protection need to be flame retardant?

FOR TEMPORARY FLOOR PROTECTION
Contact florprotec next day delivery order line:

01827 831440
Quote this reference to receive trade prices (Ref:A1)

florprotec®
Relay Park,
Relay Drive,
Tamworth,
Staffordshire.
B77 5PR.

T: 01827 831 440
F: 01827 831 441
E: sales@florprotec.co.uk
W: www.floorprotection.co.uk

®
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Hall B

Mayne Computer Technology
Melrose Textile Co
Mercado
Merryfield Engineering Group
Morleys
Mr Tomkinson

C31A
C25
A5
M1
M18
A4

N
Novostrat

M14

O
Oriental Carpets & Rugs
Oriental Weavers UK
Osmo UK

M30
B13
M13

P
Pepi Rer
Plantation Rugs

A3
A24A

R
Rama Carpets
Rawson Carpets
Rhys Davies Freight Logistics
Roger Vanden Berghe
RotoZip
Rugs with Flair
Ryalux

C23
C9
A2
M10
00
B10
B12

S
Sench (Shanghai) IMP & EXP Co
Shaanxi Aoke Wood Co
SMJ Furnishings
Spotnails
Springwood
Stairrods (UK)

B24A
C4a
A7
RH9
RH17
B19

T
Tapibel
The Stocklists
The Ultimate Rug Co
Thomas Hopkinson & Son
Timzo Tufting
Tramex

M34
A22
A15a
B14
M31
RH15

U
UK Underlays
Ulster Carpet
Universal Mouldings
Unnatural Flooring Company

M7
C17
A16
C21

V
Valley Wholesale Carpets
B33
Vebe Floorcoverings
St George Hotel
Victoria Carpets
C15

W
WF Taylor Co
Wilkies Carpets
William Armes
WLD Supplies
Woolsafe
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M14a
M11
A18
A21A
A26
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Hall M

Entrance
www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Protection

NEW ORDER
MORE COVER
Over the past 12 months, Guardsman
has been making changes to its business
that will benefit retailers. According to
Simon Harrison, Guardsman sales and
marketing director, retailers will be able to
provide a complete service to customers
and add considerable value to retail sales.
The most significant of these changes
from an end consumer point of view is
the adjustment of the coverage
Guardsman offers. ‘We really wanted to
take a completely fresh approach to
updating our coverage,’ says Harrison.
‘Instead of thinking about what would
make our lives easier, or make our
underwriters happy, we thought about
what the retailer wants to be able to offer
their customer.’
This led to the inclusion of protection
against dye transfer, something Harrison
says is a unique selling point in the
market.
‘The coverage around pets is always a
key selling point for protection plans,
which is why we have lifted the
restriction of a single incident of damage
that has been prevalent in the
marketplace for so long and now have
cover for unlimited incidents of minor pet
scratching,’ he says.
But this is not all. The indemnity limit
has been raised to £15,000, which will
be of particular interest to high end
retailers, and both manual and electric
recliner mechanisms are now covered as
standard on all structure policies. All
these changes were the direct result of
feedback from retailers and customers.
‘By focusing on customer needs we
feel we can help our retailers to achieve
the best possible performance from
Guardsman Protection Plans. Especially
in the current climate, Guardsman
offers an important extra revenue
stream for our retailers, and it’s vital
to us that we support their businesses in
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Wharfside

One protection company has increased
its coverage and improved communications

The indemnity limit has been raised to £15,000

any way we can,’ says Harrison.
The changes have been instrumental in
driving conversion rates up for retailers.
Guardsman has also enhanced back
office and IT systems. ‘Communication is
key to our business and we wanted to
use all the technology available to
improve speed and accuracy of ordering,
policy registration and claim resolution,’
says Harrison.
Andy Nicholls, operation systems
director, says: ‘We are now able to
complete the registration process using
an entirely paper-free system. This saves
money for everyone, increases the speed
of registration and is more reliable.’
Guardsman now conducts more than
90% of its business online, saving time
and money for its retail partners.
‘We have also streamlined our back
office system, one example of which is

our policy of emailing Personal Service
Request forms wherever possible. This is
far more convenient for the customer,
and also cuts the time taken to resolve an
average claim, so the customer is serviced
faster,’ says Nicholls. ‘This is important
because we are representing our retailers,
and we hope that this fast, efficient
service will increase their levels of repeat
custom and recommendations.’
Harrison feels it is imperative in a
difficult market to ensure the right
products are available so that retailers can
maximise fully once recovery starts.
‘Without wanting to be overly
optimistic, we have all been feeling
green shoots in the market and it is our
job to make sure that the right products
are available for our retail partners to
grow significantly once customers start
coming back.’
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Changing of the Guard
Improved Protection Plans
from Guardsman
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Upholstery

SILVER STARS
MODERN OUTLOOK

Rolf Benz

Dunelm Mill

Older consumers are leaving behind traditional
shapes and opting for more contemporary styles

Older shoppers are switching to sleeker styles

Only a few years ago the chances were
that most retailers could guess what style
of upholstery their customers were likely
to buy as soon as they came through the
front door. For older customers this
meant sofas with high backs, a firm sit
and small arms.
But while such designs remain popular,
there has been a pronounced shift in the
market, with many older shoppers opting
for something more contemporary that
perhaps they had always liked, but could
not afford when they were younger.
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‘Very often they were people who had
downsized after, often enough, having
struggled to pay the mortgage and bring
up children and see them through
university,’ says Andrew Adamson, Trinity
Retail Training md.
‘Money was often very tight and there
was no easy cheap credit, so furniture
was way down the list of needs.
Suddenly they find themselves
comparatively well off, no mortgage, no
children to support and often with a
double income.’

Small arms have been popular with older shoppers

As moving to a smaller home
sometimes means they have a six figure
cash residue, they buy the things they
could only dream of 20 or 30 years ago –
stylish, modern furniture.
‘Why not? They’re rich, at least they
feel they are. Bear in mind 30 years ago a
three or four bedroom semi cost under
£20,000. So why not indulge? I believe
the thought is that if they got fed up
with it, they have plenty of money to buy
something else,’ reckons Adamson.
For Ekornes, older shoppers are at
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Rolf Benz

Upholstery

Shoppers are buying styles they could not perhaps afford when younger

There are high backs
and high backs, such as
The French Bedroom

the core of its customer base. ‘Those in
the older age group say 60-plus, either
have always been comfort and style
driven or comfort driven. I would say
everyone is more design aware and more
demanding in their expectations of
product and interior knowledge from the
retailer,’ says Duncan Box, Ekornes
marketing manager.
He says the 55-plus age group
customer is making most furniture
purchases.
‘They are seeking comfort with style,
and Stressless is ideally placed to be able
to help them. By the very nature of
Stressless, all our customers are buying
into a contemporary look. They have
thought about their purchase as we are
top end in quality and comfort.
‘These sales are tempered with a mix of
45-plus buying our products at our
retailer hosted outside events. These
buyers are totally new to buying
Stressless and most have not visited their
local retailer so this is a very positive
trend for both our retailers and
Stressless.’
Karl Walker, Lebus director says older
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Harveys

Company’s Very Velvet Blofeld

High backs have been traditionally preferred by older customers

customers have become more ‘trendy’
and designs that traditionally appeal to
those in their 60s are more more likely to
be attractive to those a decade older.
‘They want to buy trendy furniture.
When you see them in the shops they
dress trendily and have travelled a lot.
There has been a shift away from the
classic high back and small arm designs
to transitional and contemporary designs.
‘When you look at the grey market

now, and the designs traditionally aimed
at them, you have to classify that market
as the over 70s.’
Adamson and Box agree that in a time
of economic downturn, consumers want
reassurance if they are not to cut back on
spending.
‘The effect is that people who would
have splashed out on modern styling for
their new upholstery will revert to a safer
design; this has been evident in
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Complete, Norwegian

Comfort

Fjords are always focussed on the
requirements of lower back support and
offer exquisite levels of comfort.
The combination of the Flexi-system
allowing correct neck support in every
position and dedicated footstools ensure
you attain instant comfort and feel fully
rested after time spent relaxing.

HJELLEGJERDE UK LTD
5 Heron Gate, Hankridge Way, Taunton, TA1 2LR
sales@fjordsuk.co.uk

www.fjords.no
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Upholstery

Chesterfields appeal to young and older shoppers

previous downturns. They will want the
traditional comfort, both physical and
mental and be far more discerning,
perhaps with only minor changes of style.
They will still be after good lumbar, head
and neck support that was available with
the Scandinavian style upholstery.
Remember what comes with age,’ says
Adamson.
‘Many customers given the current
climate want to buy from a trusted brand
and know of Stressless for its comfort
with functionality and our 10-year
guarantee is a further endorsement of a
brand they know they can trust in,’ says
Box.
Adamson, who has several decades of
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Darlings of Chelsea

Rume

Ekornes’ Eldorado

sales experience in the interiors sector,
says it is vital to provide quality and value
if the older customer is to be persuaded
to not trim their spending.
‘I use the words “mental comfort”, by
that I mean they want to be secure in the
thought that they are getting quality and
value for their money, both of which will
need to be demonstrated by the
salesperson if they want the sale. I know
that money is not an issue in most cases
for these customers, and if the
salesperson can satisfy the prospect that
the sofa represents good value for their
money, they will buy.
Adamson says that to make sales in
this recession, the salesperson must
understand not only the wants and
motivation of the customer, but also their
fears. ‘We are constantly reminded that
the economy will turn once confidence is
restored. Your customers will buy, they
already have the means and the
motivation, they just need to feel
confident that they are getting real value
for their money. It is the salesperson’s job
to give them this confidence.’
Daniel Feltham-White, Carezza director
says older consumers are more likely to
mix and match styles, with traditional
styles more concentrated on occasional
chairs.
‘My neighbours are a couple in their
late 60s and have traditional wingback
chairs. Recently they bought a very slick
white leather sofa. When I commented
on it they said they didn’t feel old and so
didn’t want to surround themselves with
old things.’
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SHOWER; BREAKFAST; CAR JOURNEY;
WORK; FURNISHING REPORT; WORK;
COFFEE; WORK; LUNCH; MORE WORK;
FURNISHING REPORT; YET MORE
WORK; CUP OF TEA; CAR JOURNEY;
DINNER; GLASS OF WINE; TELEVISION;
FURNISHING REPORT; BED

TM

sleeping perfection

Supremo De-Luxe Guest Bed

MAKE ROOM FOR BREAKING NEWS
EVERY WEEKDAY
www.furnishingreport.com

The Supremo Deluxe 3 in 1 guest bed has been a popular and versatile product
within the Kozeesleep range for over 20 years. It offers 3 size options all in one bed, a
single bed, a double bed or even 2 single beds. The guest bed has a 3' x 6' 3" main
bed housing a 2' 6" x 5' 9" guest which can be pulled out on its easy running castors
and raised to the same height as the main bed by unfolding the self locking legs
under the base. An excellent product that can be manufactured to crib 5 BS7177
specification for hotels, guest houses or as a space saver in any household. Boasting
a crisp new damask cover and a modern Micro quilt design, retailers have had steady
growth in repeat orders with the Supremo Deluxe!
Telephone 01924 526789 • web www.kozeesleep.co.uk • email info@kozeesleep.co.uk

Thank you to all of our customers who made the Manchester Furniture Show a success for us

Exclusive (U.K) LTD
Thorpe Drive, Thorpe Way, Banbury, Oxon, OX16 4UZ
T: (0044) 01295 701114 F: (0044) 01295 701014
e-mail: sales@exclusiveuk.co.uk

Click onto our new website

www.exclusiveuk.co.uk
to view all of our superb ranges
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Beds

TO CATCH A DREAM
SLEEP CENTRE REVOLUTION
The Harrogate retailer is investing to
become a sleep department store

Artisanti supplies furniture and accessories

Sitting tight and waiting for things to
happen has never been Terry Dixon’s
style. Why else would you drive from
Harrogate to the south of France with a
customer’s order on Christmas Eve?
Now the To Catch A Dream md is
investing £250,000 in transforming the
Harrogate bed store.
Dixon already sells a wide range of
bedlinen and towels and wants to make
the 11,500sqft store a sleep centre
department store.
‘This is an incredibly exciting
development for To Catch A Dream.
While many businesses are battening
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down the hatches in the hope of riding
out the difficult trading conditions, we
are investing in a major transition,’ says
Dixon.
‘We want to draw a new audience to
the shop while at the same time retaining
the loyal customers we already have.
‘We are introducing new ranges of
beds and divans by Somnus and Hypnos,
new furniture and bed collections, and a
linen boutique.’
Also part of the new look is a ground
floor studio for furniture and accessories
supplied by Artisanti.
Artisanti – which has a range of 2,500

different products and exports to 14
countries – already numbers department
stores such as Selfridges and Fenwick
among its 2,000 customers, but To Catch
a Dream is its first Yorkshire store.
Paul McLaughlin, Artisanti md says:
‘We’ve enjoyed a long relationship with
Terry and To Catch A Dream, and when
he explained his concept to me I was
immediately impressed by his vision and
wanted a presence in his store.
‘We select our partners carefully and
we have always felt that Terry and his
team are first class retailers. Artisanti has
concessions at Fenwick in Newcastle
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Beds

Terry Dixon (right) and Paul McLaughlin. The Harrogate store has revamped
to include a furniture and accessories studio in a bid to take the depression
out of retailing

and Selfridges, Manchester, but so far
nothing in between. To Catch a Dream is
the perfect location for Artisanti in
Yorkshire. Harrogate and To Catch A
Dream fits our profile perfectly, and what
Terry has achieved already is impressive.’
Dixon is thrilled that McLaughlin and
Artisanti have shown faith in the sleep
centre department store concept.
‘The Artisanti products are visually
stunning and the positioning of the
Artisanti studio – on the ground floor
visible to passersby from two streets – is
already having a massive impact and
drawing people into the shop, many for
the first time,’ he says.
Dixon says he wants to take the
depression out of retailing and has a final
element to the department store plan
before the transformation is complete: a
coffee shop. After all, a department store
isn’t a department store if it doesn’t have
a coffee shop, he says.
Dixon believes it will attract shoppers
who aren’t thinking about buying a new
bed at that time and spread its reputation
among consumers in Harrogate and
further afield.
And when it opens the coffee shop it
will be the main feature in its regional
press advertising.
‘We regularly run a page in the
Yorkshire Post on the new things we are
doing and when we don’t run it people
ring the paper asking what’s happened
to the To Catch A Dream feature,’ says
Dixon.
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Nature and technology in perfect harmony

Zen represents a breakthrough in mattress design. It doesn’t just
look different. It feels different and works different. Zen uses our
revolutionary new Vertikal™ foam system; a series of vertical foam
tubes that give independent support and pressure relief without
any of the upward forces associated with springs.
Zen doesn’t just look beautiful; it also takes your sleep experience to a higher level.
Where nature and design come together in perfect harmony. The latest foam technology
and natural fillings such as wool and latex provide superior levels of luxury and comfort.
The detachable covers are made with luxury bamboo rich fabrics, and feature the unique
Komfi Zen pebble pattern, which promotes wellbeing and will help increase blood circulation
to the essential pressure points. Each pebble within the pattern has individual cooling fibres
to aid ventilation at the mattress surface and create the perfect environment for a good
nights sleep.
So if you’re ready to discover a higher level of sleep, you’re ready for a new Zen mattress.

Stockists Helpline:
0800 652 4445
www.komfi.com
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Advertising feature

Above: Classic
Athena
Right: Classic Artemis

VELDA – QUALITY SLEEP
Veldeman Bedding has been
manufacturing quality sleeping systems
for more than 50 years, and with a
dedicated workforce of more than 350
people in three manufacturing facilities in
Belgium and France, Veldeman supplies
its unique sleep products to 22
countries.
The philosophy of Veldeman Bedding
(known across the trade as Velda) is
simple – to supply quality products
using only the finest raw materials
manufactured by craftsman to the
highest standards of service and
reliability.
Following several months of rigorous
quality assessment of its design,
manufacturing and distribution
processes Velda was awarded ISO 9001
in November 2008 – reinforcing its
commitment to give the best possible
service to its customers.
There is no doubt that a good night’s
sleep is very important – even more so
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in the current economic climate – and
consumers are looking for quality
products that provide ultimate luxury, a
superb night’s sleep and good value for
money.
In 1999 Velda UK was formed to
represent Veldeman Bedding in the UK.
As the UK sales office, the aim is to
promote the Velda brand as well as
provide dedicated support for
customers in the UK.
With more than 50 years of combined
experience in the UK bed industry, its
team can provide an efficient and
professional service to meet all retailers’
requirements, including providing
stockists with a comprehensive range of
marketing material.
Velda’s product range falls into the
mid to high end market and its
customer base is quality independent
bed specialists and top end national
groups, covering Great Britain, Northern
Ireland and the Channel Islands.

The Velda collection includes fixed
and adjustable sleep systems with
slatted and pocket sprung bases. Bases
are upholstered in a range of leatherlook and fashion fabrics in a variety of
colours.
It also offers a wide range of
mattresses featuring pocket-spring
cores, foam cores with five and seven
comfort zones finished with luxury layers
of memory foam, latex, wool, silk and
polyester, complete with a removable
cover in double stretch jersey fabric.
The Velda range is complemented by
a range of matching accessories:
headboards, footboards, bedside tables
and pillows.
Contact: Velda UK, 10-12 Charter Street,
Hartshill, Brierley Hill, Near Dudley, West
Midlands DY5 1LA
Tel: 01384 48 60 70
Fax: 01384 48 52 20
Email: sales@velda.co.uk
www.velda.co.uk / www.velda.net
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Awards

THE BEST IN
THE BUSINESS
After months of anticipation, the winners
of the Interiors Monthly Awards 2009 can
be revealed. Many congratulations to the
winners and many thanks to the retailers,
manufacturers and suppliers who voted
in the categories for the companies and
products you thought were the best in
the business – a Who’s Who of the
interiors industry in 2009.
While they cover a wide spectrum of
activities, the one thing that unites them
is the skills they have to be successful, as
recognised by your votes. While many
have concerns about the effect of the
recession, it is good to take time out and
celebrate the excellence of the retailers,
products and suppliers that can be found
in the interiors industry.
All too often this industry is quick to
downplay success, but these awards are
a great opportunity to reverse this. If you
stock these products – and thousands of
you do – tell your customers they are
buying award-winning products from
award winning suppliers and use the
awards logo on POS. After all, your
customers deserve the best.
Alstons won Best UK Furniture Supplier for the second year

Best Flooring Retailer (1-2 Stores):
Iroka Interiors
Best Flooring Retailer (3-plus Stores):
Fludes Carpets
Best Furniture retailer (1-2 Stores):
Peter Green
Best Furniture Retailer (3-plus Stores):
Barker & Stonehouse
Best Online Retailer: Yourfloors
Best Furniture Customer Service:
Woodberry Bros & Haines
Best UK Furniture Supplier: Alstons
Best Non-UK Furniture Supplier:
Rauch
Best Furniture Buying Group: AIS
Best Accessory Supplier: Prestigious
Textiles
Best Bed: Mirrorform – Sealy
Best Bedroom: Georgian –
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Willis & Gambier
Best Dining Room: Maison – Sherry
Designs
Best Living Room: Grange – Morris
Furniture
Best Fabric Upholstery: Linear – Ashley
Manor
Best Leather Upholstery: Colorado – TCS
Best Furniture Wholesaler: Flexiload
Best Furniture Exhibition: IMM Cologne
Best Furniture Website: Airsprung Beds
Best Flooring Customer Service: Cormar
Carpets
Best UK Flooring Supplier: Victoria
Carpets
Best Non-UK Flooring Supplier: Balta
Best Flooring Buying Group: Metro
Best Carpet Manufacturer: Brintons
Best Rug Supplier: Rugs With Flair

Best Laminate Supplier: Balterio
Best Solid/Engineered Wood Supplier:
Khärs
Best Underlay: Cloud 9 – Ball & Young
Best Vinyl: IVC: Leolan
Best Flooring Exhibition (Worldwide):
National Floor Show
Best Flooring Website: Crucial Trading
Best Flooring Distributor: Floorwise
Best Software Supplier:
Retailsystem.com
Best Finance Provider: LaSer UK
Best Supply Chain Company: Ceva
Logistics
Innovation Of The Year: Your
Department Store
Best Business Support: Insight With
Passion
Best Marketing Support: Stressless
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BEST FLOORING RETAILER
(1-2 STORES)
IROKA INTERIORS
Cornwall may not have a reputation for
being at the forefront of design, but
Hayle retailer Oroka Interiors challenges
that notion. Specialising in contemporary
products, it offers a full flooring offer –
including rubber flooring and carpets in
7m widths – as well as furniture and
accessories.
‘Iroka brings an interiors paradise to
the style-conscious homeowner,’ says
Luke Weller, director. ‘We are committed
to supplying contemporary flooring,
furniture and accessories that are stylish
and elegant, yet functional – right here in
Cornwall.’
Suppliers include Dalsouple, Brintons,
Crucial Trading, Amtico, Godfrey Hirst,
Louis de Poortere, Ryalux, Telenzo, Ulster,

Iroka
specialises in
contemporary
design

Edwards Cheshire, Junkers and Kährs (all
wood floors are FSC certified).
The store provides an interior design

service that not only offers designs sold
in-store but also specially sourced
products.

BEST FURNITURE RETAILER
(1-2 STORES)
PETER GREEN

Inspiring: Peter Green

Under the leadership of Susan Noone,
md, the company has embarked on a
rebranding (involving fellow Interiors
Monthly award winner Insight with
Passion) in an effort to make its Reading
branch a destination store in a town that
has countless stores from specialist
chains.
Its original Chandlers Ford, Hampshire
store has been a destination store for
years (also selling carpets).
At the centre of Noone’s strategy has
been research in what shoppers really
want – rather than acting on gut feel –
and ensuring that the most important
person in the purchasing decision is at
the core of everything it does: the wife or
girlfriend.
A revised layout message has improved

both stores, making what were already
very impressive outlets truly inspiring.
Noone spent six years as the chain’s
finance director before becoming md.
‘Coming from a finance background it
holds the business in good stead during
these challenging times. You understand
the architecture of the business, it’s
almost like a bowl of spaghetti – if you
pull that, what will be the reaction all
around?’ says Noone.
‘And from a female perspective, our
research shows 85% of purchases are
driven by women. I like to think I’m
putting a different emphasis on the
business that is much more focused on
shopping, theatre, using all the senses,
and focusing on what is in the
customers’ mind.’

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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BEST FURNITURE RETAILER
(3-PLUS STORES)
BARKER & STONEHOUSE

BEST ONLINE
RETAILER
YOURFLOORS
Yourfloors.co.uk has recently undergone
a revamp, adding more information on
topics such as trends, fitting and
measuring. This is Yourfloors’ second
Interiors Monthly award, having won
Innovation of the Year in 2008.
More than 3,000 products can be
ordered through almost 2,000 retailers –
a number than continues to rise.
‘There will be many more updates,
Yourfloors.co.uk will continue to evolve –
we’re aiming for Yourfloors.co.uk to be
seen as the flooring expert, offering
advice, tips and insights into the latest
trends and ultimately the website
consumers visit when they’re buying a
new floor,’ says Laura Cohen, marketing
manager.

Barker & Stonehouse: raises the bar

As a supplier, getting your product on the
floor at Barker & Stonehouse is similar to
being asked as an actor to be the next
Dr Who: you have been recognised as
having huge potential and trusted by
among the best in the business.
Since its foundation in 1946, B&S has
been a model of how a family owned

company can prosper and grow. After
three generations, headed by James
Barker, md, the chain continues to raise
the bar when it comes to product
selection, store presentation and
customer experience.
When it opened its most recent store in
Nottingham, it was a must visit and learn
experience for rivals, and the same is true
of its customer service. At the heart of
this is its workforce, who set long service
records and awards by the month, giving
it a winning combination of product
selection, service, fulfilment and retail
theatre.
Barker & Stonehouse has resisted the
urge to become a national retailer
geographically, but by playing to its
many strengths has become a retailer
that shoppers across the country will
buy from – online or in-store – wherever
they live.

BEST FLOORING RETAILER
(3-PLUS STORES)
FLUDES CARPETS
This year’s multiple retailer winners share
many things, such as quality, customer
service, honesty, reliability and personal
recommendations that rivals seek to
achieve, but from a business point of
view sticking to what you are good at
has been key.
If it had wished to, Fludes could have
expanded all over the South and South
East of England, becoming a major
regional player with dozens of stores.
Instead, its reputation has spread –
allowing it to sell across a wide and
prosperous area with only seven
branches.
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Richard Flude, Fludes md

Customer service has been at the heart
of Fludes for many decades, pointing the
way to how others can succeed.
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BEST FURNITURE CUSTOMER
SERVICE
WOODBERRY BROTHERS & HAINES
‘Woodberry Brothers & Haines has more
than 60 years of heritage as a British
furniture manufacturer and is fully
committed to the furniture trade and its
consumers. Which is what makes us so
proud to be given this award for
customer service,’ says Mark Woodberry,
WBH md.
‘Despite fierce competition from
overseas manufacturers in recent years,
we have always played to our strengths.
We have always been able to give our
customers and our retailers an
unbeatable offer – consistency in quality
of product, in design and manufacture,
and customer service – which only comes
from buying British.’
Woodberry says a key part of that offer
has always been the importance of
customer care and service. With access to
its own factories and warehouses it can
deliver any quantity of goods anywhere
in the country, in most cases within four
weeks or less, be it to retailers or the
consumer.
‘We can also ensure all retailers receive
full customer support on all our brands,
with all queries handled efficiently and
any issues resolved quickly by our
dedicated sales support team. We call it
our Integrated Support Service,’ he says.
This support service builds on tried and
tested systems WBH already has in place.
By making its facilities and expertise
available to retailers on a more individual
basis it can offer a greater level of
support than before, a service more in
tune with their specific business needs.
‘Take for instance direct home delivery.
This is our nationwide distribution
service, which makes us fully responsible
to the retailer’s customer from receipt of
order through to final delivery. By using
our own fleet of trucks we can offer a
tailored service designed to
accommodate all delivery needs. We also
provide independent retailers with free
merchandising material, supporting both

the Caxton and Bath
Cabinets brands. This
includes consumer focused
catalogues – also available
online with store locator
facility – POS and sales
support material. A level of
support you rarely get
from other manufacturers.’
He says the firm can
now offer excellent
warehousing and
distribution facilities and
can help with most storage
problems.
‘By working together,
combining the needs of
the retailer with our
support services, we can
help take the bite out of
the credit crunch. We are
proud to say that we are
one of the few companies
that can still do this, and
will continue in our efforts
to support British
manufacturing and UK
retailers through the
difficult months ahead.’

Mark Woodberry (below) says WBH offers a high level of support

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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“Sometimes I have to
wait four whole weeks
for delivery”
Phillip Levine, MD Levines Furniture Stores, West Midlands.

“We operate a total of 4 furniture stores across the
West Midlands and have been steadily building our
business since 1951.
A lot has changed over all those years, but one thing
remains as important as ever – getting the money in!
It’s all very well sourcing products from the far
corners of the globe, but that dramatically extends
delivery times…and the longer we have to wait for the
manufacturer to supply us the longer we have to wait
for payment from our customers.
That’s one of the reasons we like Caxton so much.
Their ranges are contemporary and fashionable,
the quality is excellent and the prices are competitive,
so we find them really saleable. But they also maintain
ample stocks and consistently deliver within 4 weeks,
direct to the customer’s door if necessary.
If there’s ever a problem I don’t have to worry - one
phone call sorts it. They are a really nice bunch of
people to deal with – in 25 years they’ve never lost the
personal touch and they’ve never let us down.
If there’s ever a hold-up we’re talking minutes,
not weeks – the M5 is bad, but worse things happen
at sea!”

To find out how we could help your business, call 08700 600 555 today.
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BEST FLOORING CUSTOMER
SERVICE
CORMAR CARPETS
This is the third award Cormar has won
this year having also been voted as
Supplier of the Year by both the Metro
Group and Flooring One buying groups.
One of the success stories of the British
carpet industry, Cormar remains
independently owned and today ranks as
the UK’s leading manufacturer of tufted
carpet. With fierce competition from
overseas, Cormar has earned a reputation
for offering top service, quality carpets
and reliable delivery.
‘Service is one of the areas we have
always concentrated hard on. In a tough
market, as we have had for the past 12
months, retailers are looking for suppliers
they can rely on. After all, their reputation
is on the line every time they place an
order,’ says David Cormack, Cormar
marketing director.
Over the past five years Cormar has
continuously invested in plant, people,
machinery and distribution to remain
competitive. This has included a new
backing plant extension, which increased
the speed that carpet can be backed,
along with reducing gas consumption.
Cormar’s own nationwide delivery fleet
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Cormar has its own delivery fleet

has also become an important part of its
offering to independent retailers,
differentiating it from many of its rivals.
Its in-house fleet of 50 DAF trucks,
renewed on a rolling five-year
programme, deliver direct to customers
throughout the UK and Ireland. By
operating its own distribution network,
the company can maintain high levels of

service, providing more than 90% of all
carpet deliveries within 48 hours from
receipt of order.
It is estimated that the vehicles cover
two million miles every year. Scheduled
deliveries are made several times a
week to all major commercial centres,
and at least once a week to other parts
of the UK.
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CORMAR
CARPETS
THANK ALL
INTERIORS
MONTHLY
READERS
FOR
VOTING
US
BEST
FLOORING
CUSTOMER SERVICE
WINNER
2009

Photography from the new
Lindisfarne & Avebury Collection

www.cormarcarpets.co.uk
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BEST BED
MIRRORFORM – SEALY
‘Mirrorform is very possibly the most
advanced range of memory foam
mattresses in the world,’ says Neil
Robinson, Sealy UK marketing director.
‘Unlike normal memory foam or viscobeds, all Mirrorform sleep systems have a
unique zonal construction that helps to
dissipate the body’s weight, minimising
pressure points and so aiding deep,
restorative sleep.’
Different depths of visco give a more
cushioning level of support for shoulders
and knees and firmer, push-back support
for hips. This minimises pressure points,
while the spine is properly aligned,
reducing the possibility of back pain.
‘Normal memory foam beds do not
have these different levels of support or
the profiling system that helps the
responsiveness of the sleep surface as
well as improving ventilation. As a result,
movement in a traditional memory foam
bed is reduced because the sleeper is
quite literally moulded into the material,’
he says.
Robinson says the lack of movement
increases the likelihood of pressure points
developing and if the body is unable to
move naturally during sleep, users will
have restless sleep.
‘In other words, you will continually be
waking up to shift your sleeping position.
Our experts have recorded that people
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can toss and turn over 80 times during a
night of sleep where the mattress does
not reduce these pressure points. No
wonder that many people get up feeling
as tired and unenergised as when they
went to bed.
‘Many people report that they sweat
more on a memory foam mattress. This is
due to a combination of the lack of
movement and heat maintenance
properties of the foam.
‘Apart from the profiled ventilation of a
Mirrorform mattress, all our beds come
with continuous air mesh surrounds to
aid the passage of air throughout the

bed and stop it overheating.’
Robinson says a key factor is the use of
the NASA developed Outlast material.
Tiny wax thermocules in the fabric absorb
excess heat from the body and release it
back if the sleeper’s temperature drops.
The result is a constant microclimate
where one sweats less and is less chilled,
again aiding a restorative night’s sleep
with less tossing and turning.
Mirrorform has four models in the
range, all featuring a soft touch velour
cover with a zonal quilt design and an
advanced pressure relieving multi-layer
memory foam layer to enhance support.
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The Wide, Wide
World of Sealy

Where the Sky isn’t the Limit
Sealy are the biggest bed brand in the world. We operate in over 50 countries, with a Sealy bed
being sold somewhere every 3 seconds. In this time of economic uncertainty you need a global
leader who can draw on technical innovations from around the world. We boast the largest R&D
sleep centre in the world (Sealy Inc, N Carolina), as well as a service and quality that’s out of this
world. For more information, log on to www.sealy.co.uk or phone 01697 320342.

It’s made for sleep...It’s a Sealy

www.sealy.co.uk
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BEST RUG SUPPLIER
RUGS WITH FLAIR
Rugs with Flair takes enormous pride in
having an extensive product offer,
designed to provide something for all
retailers.
‘At Rugs with Flair we really are a onestop-shop for rugs. We have
everything from cut and loop
polypropylene to heavyweight
wools, supersoft polyesters to
luxurious heatset shaggys as well
as an extensive childrens’ range
and timeless traditional designs.
There really is something to suit
every taste,’ says Neel Shah, Rugs
with Flair md.
‘We strive to provide excellent
service and good value for money
to all of our customers and take
special orders where we can as well
as running seasonal offers and
promotions.’
Shah says the company uses
many methods to select its products
to suit customer’s needs. ‘By
attending various trade shows we
are able to gain a valuable insight
into movements within the flooring
industry and by viewing fashion shows
we observe development of new themes
and trends. We then incorporate those
ideas into our rugs by working closely
with in-house and freelance designers,’
he says.
Natural colour palettes have been the
bestselling designs this year, as evidenced
in the Luxus range of heavyweight
polypropylene shaggys. Blacks and reds
are also strong, such as the Infinite
Modern acrylic damask design.
New colour themes for 2009 are strong
monotone designs, as shown in the
Studio polypropylene range, and tonal
purple or green shades such as in the
Splendour and Starlet shaggy ranges.’
When it comes to styles, Shah says
retro designs and bold prints have been
influenced by high street trends as well as
floral patterns. These themes have been
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incorporated into many of the firm’s
designs.
Looking to the future, Shah predicts
interesting textures, luxurious piles and

m
Splendour Shadow in plu

strong colour combinations. An obvious
influence from the current 1980’s trend
will continue, with the constant focus
on value.

Casa Maria in
cream

Infinite damask in red and cream
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We’ve got ﬂoors covered...

‘Rug Supplier of the Year’
as voted by readers of Interiors Monthly magazine!

Stand B10 - Hall B
There’s something for everyone at
Stand B10 in Hall B
where we will be exhibiting many
new designs from our 2009/10 Portfolio.
We will also be exhibiting some of our existing best
sellers and launching some brand new ranges too!

Unit 3 Grey Street, Denton, Manchester M34 3RU
Sales 0161 320 2530 · Freefax 0800 298 5002
enquiries@rugswithﬂair.com · www.rugswithﬂair.com
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BEST DINING ROOM
MAISON – SHERRY DESIGNS
‘Reminiscent of classic French designs,
Maison is beautifully crafted from the
very best selected ash. By adding a soft
patina to the beaded detail, we have
enhanced the character and the beauty
of the timber. The richly grained warm
tones marry perfectly with the elegant
curves and the quality of craftsmanship,’
says Gareth Sherry, Sherry Designs md.
’We had a very successful launch with
Maison at Interiors Birmingham and this
award reflects that performance. We
would like to thank all customers who
voted for our product and for their
continued support of our business.’
Sherry Designs is a cabinet
manufacturer based in the Republic of
Ireland with manufacturing facilities in
Eastern Europe. ‘Having supplied the UK
interiors trade for more than 20 years, we
believe a strong emphasis on design and
quality is the key to success. We have a
diverse portfolio of ranges with
something for every buyer.
’A recent change to our manufacturing
process means that nearly all of the
product is now finished at our plant in

Monaghan, Republic of Ireland. This has
helped ensure a tighter control on quality
and more consistent results in the
polishing process. We hold a full
inventory back-up of all ranges and can
deliver anywhere in the UK and Republic
of Ireland in four weeks.’

Products are finished at Sherry’s Monaghan plant
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Another successful addition to Sherry’s
portfolio is the Palm collection, also
launched in January. Made from solid elm
and finished in rich dark tones, it is a
comprehensive range, including four
dining tables and occasional and living
options to provide flexibility.

Maison was launched in January

Palm offers four dining tables
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BEST LAMINATE SUPPLIER
BALTERIO
In the past few years Balterio has
solidified its reputation for introducing
technological innovations in laminate
flooring, something it has again done this
year. It has used its ChromeZone
technology, first introduced in the
Magnitude collection, in its long plank
Grandeur range. The combination of a
long and wide plank (2,039mm x
238mm) with the matt gloss
ChromeZone finish makes it incredibly
lifelike.
‘But we are going one step further,
introducing ChromeZone on the bevelled
edge,’ says Franky Terrijn, Balterio
marketing manager. ‘This four-sided
micro V-groove subtly emphasises the
length and width of the planks with a
luxurious and solid appearance. The end
of the planks also have an easy
“falldown” laying system.’
Grandeur is available in five decors:
Renaissance oak, Old French oak,
Wellington oak, Victorian oak and
Hermitage oak. While Grandeur uses a
four-sided micro V-groove, Traditional
Sapphire boasts the Random V-groove for
an enhanced natural look, imitating the
individuality of timber.
For almost a year all Balterio laminate
has been Programme for the
Endorsement of Forest Certification
Schemes (PEFC) endorsed. ‘PEFC
promotes sustainable forest management
and guarantees economically liveable,
environmentally friendly and socially
favourable forestry management. PEFC is
Balterio’s next step within the context of
sustainable business,’ says Terrijn.
Balterio’s programme for sustainable
business, Embrace the Future, has four
cornerstones: production, innovation,
community and certification, he says.
‘Embrace the Future strives to unite
ecological, social and economic interests
in a profitable way. During production
great attention is devoted to preventing,
reducing, recycling and reusing waste.
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Even during the concept phase of
product development we are aiming to
avoid waste with zero impact on the
environment, while at the same time
trying to improve the lives of consumers
by offering stylish, high quality products.’
The company has developed the
balteriosustainability.com website to
highlight its environmental approach.
Another example of the company’s
approach to technical innovation is its

Conference collection. Aimed primarily at
the contract market, Conference has a
AC6/34 wear class and anti-static
properties so people walking on it will
not receive an electric shock regardless of
air humidity or temperature. Conference
is 8mm thick with a woodgrain structure
and comes in eight decors: Stripe Brown
oak, Caramel oak, Chocolate oak, Glace
cherry, Bleached oak, Universal oak,
Scarlet maple and Dark cherry.

Grandeur uses ChromeZone technology
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Grandeur
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238 mm

2039
mm

592 Renaissance Oak

Balterio thanks the readers of
Interiors Monthly for voting Balterio
‘Best Laminate Flooring’.
601 Hermitage Oak

EXTRA LONG &
WIDE PLANKS

Grandeur is for people who want nothing but the best. This collection
of laminate floors is the very best that the market has to offer. Exquisite
quality is not this luxury laminate’s only advantage: its measurements are
also a cut above the ordinary. The extra long and wide planks are perfect
for large areas and spacious lofts.

R.E. BALTERIO - Wakkensteenweg 37B - B-8710 Sint Baafs Vijve
T. +32 56 62 80 81 – F. +32 56 62 80 82 - info@balterio.com
FOR MORE INFORMATION,
VISIT OUR WEBSITE WWW.BALTERIO.COM
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BEST LEATHER UPHOLSTERY
COLORADO – TCS
Never a company to rest on its laurels,
TCS is continuing to develop its leather
upholstery. At the Manchester Furniture
Show it displayed its new Italian leathers
across its full range. The firm says these
leathers are of a quality and value that
will provide all their customers with an
even greater satisfaction with their
products.
With all things Italian, TCS has also
announced the appointment of Mimmo
Abbruzzese, its new Italian designer.
Abbruzzese is working on a range of
suites exclusively for TCS, having
previously worked with Natuzzi, Marinelli,
Italrom and Nicoline and promises to
further enhance TCS products for the
future.
But there is more to TCS than leather
upholstery.
TCS is especially proud this summer
with the launch of its exciting cabinet
range at Manchester, after receiving great
acclaim from earlier previews.
The complete 2009 cabinet range
comprises of four collections each
consisting of 20 individual pieces along
with six sets comprising of mirrors, tables,
chairs and sideboards in various sizes.
With the ever increasing range of
products the company is now offering, it

Colorado

has revamped its www.tcsimports.com
website to ensure stockists can keep up
to date with news, product information
and latest offers.
The new website for retailers has been
designed taking into account all the
feedback TCS has received in the past. It
is packed with lots of useful features such
as online ordering, a media section, free
point of sale materials and the online
retail price calculator.

Morgan cabinet range
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’TCS is now concentrating on the
Christmas and New Year sales period to
ensure we meet the requirements of our
customers, old and new, to once again
provide quality products at competitive
price points with on time delivery needed
to secure those vital sales in the current
economic climate. With a reliable back up
service you can be sure that TCS is there
to help in any way we can,’ says Thomas
Small, TCS md.

Heathfield cabinet range
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WINNERS...
OF THE BEST LEATHER
UPHOLSTERY AWARD

TCS - Officially supplying the
‘Best Leather Upholstery in the UK’
Voted by readers of Interiors Monthly Magazine 2009
Setting Standards - Not Following Them

UK: 00353 42 9 351 351

the complete service

www.tcsimports.com

Ireland: 042 9 351 351

or contact your local representative:
Scotland - Donald Coltart on 07831 188844
North West, North East, Lincolnshire & Yorkshire - Gavin Boden: 07720 074906
East & West Midlands - Peter Bellis: 07860 418168
London North Thames to Northamptonshire - Trevor Cassell: 07710 727895
London and South East - Peter Morris : 07831 558616
South West & South Wales - Paul Clifford on 07886 642086
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BEST UNDERLAY
CLOUD 9 – BALL & YOUNG
Interior comfort, durability and ease of
application are the principles underlying
Ball & Young’s underlays.
The company was founded in 1983
and rapidly established itself as one of the
leading rubber underlay manufacturers in
Europe. Its products were synonymous
with luxury and quality, aspects that
continue as cornerstones of the business
today.
In 1995 Cloud 9 was launched, a
milestone event for the then still young
company. A light but durable underlay,
Cloud 9 was an immediate hit with
consumers and flooring professionals
alike.
Its success was recognised when it was
selected by the Design Council to
become a Millennium Product.
This is the second successive year that
Interiors Monthly readers have voted it
Best Underlay.
Cloud 9 Radiance is a universal product
designed for use with underfloor heating
in hard wearing double-stick applications.
It can be installed in traditional stretch fit
applications and is constructed from a

5mm thick, 200kg per cubic metre
density firm hard-wearing core with an
attractive non-woven backing and film
lower surface. Cloud 9 Radiance has a
thermal resistance of 1.2tog.

The company, part of British Vita, says
it credits its employees for their
commitment to offering customers a very
high standard of product and customer
service.

Ball & Young offers a high standard of service
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8-10 September 2009
Harrogate International Centre

Visit us at
Hall M
Stand M33

Ball & Young Ltd
A Vita Group Company

www.underlay.com

Tel: 01536 200502
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BEST FLOORING
DISTRIBUTOR
FLOORWISE
The Floorwise Group can best be
described as an association of
independent distributors with exclusive
access to branded products that deliver
value and performance at all times, says
Richard Bailey, Floorwise md.
‘With coverage of the entire UK and
Republic of Ireland, these distributors
work in partnership with the Floorwise
team to bring retailers and installers the
very best in product quality and value,
while their status as independent
companies keeps service levels totally
focused on the independent retailer and
installer network,’ he explains.
Floorwise’s portfolio of flooring
and flooring installation
products is among the
largest in the UK and
Republic of Ireland,
encompassing everything
from wood and vinyl
floorcoverings to underlay,
profiles and installation tools.
‘In fact, everything that a retailer,
installer or contractor needs to ensure a
successful installation can be supplied by
Floorwise. From the bestselling Hyper
and Longevity underlays, the exclusive

Pro Screed range and F Series adhesives
to Max Metal and Stick&Go profiles, every
stage of floor installation is covered by
Floorwise, even down to nails, tacks and
tape,’ says Bailey.
Floorwise has been founded on more
than just the supply of everyday
installation products, and brands have
been a major ingredient in its recipe for
success. ‘Names such as Acoustica,
Hyper, Grand Prix laminate flooring and
Sienna wood flooring deliver the ideal
combination of value, quality and
performance at every turn,’ he says.
‘Some of these brands have become as
well known as the Floorwise name itself,
with Hyper underlay the most
recent in a long line of

Hyper has become as well
known as Floorwise

Floorwise has a range of adhesives
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successes. Through a tried and trusted
formula of great products, a high level of
retailer support and innovative consumerfocused marketing, behind the scenes
Floorwise has become one of the biggest
names in the UK underlay sector.’
Bailey says that with this powerful mix
of products boasting quality and value,
Floorwise distributors can give retailers
answers to their flooring-related
requirements with just one phone call.
‘Backed by the inherent understanding
of their customers needs that can only
come through local knowledge, it is easy
to see how Floorwise distributors have
become the first point of contact for
retailers wishing to bring the best levels
of support to their fitters and customers,’
says Bailey.
‘It is thanks to those retailers and
installers that Floorwise is in the
position it is today, an
award-winning
distributor with the
products and service
to keep a growing
contingent of
customers happy time
after time.’

Hyper Lift underlay
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BEST CARPET
MANUFACTURER
BRINTONS
Established in 1783 in Kidderminster,
Brintons has been at the forefront of
quality woven floorcoverings, marrying
the latest technologies with the best
materials to create truly luxurious carpets.
Creating luxury wool-rich carpets in
patterns, plains and naturals is what
Brintons does best. Its in-house design
team researches the latest trends and
colours, embracing both the world of
fashion and interiors. Carpets are
designed to complement every room in
the house, from the most contemporary
to the most classic.
With the revival of pattern in the home,
Brintons has created exquisite designs to
appeal to the style of any interior. Many
of the colours featured in its eye-catching
patterned ranges are complemented with
colours in its plain ranges, while the

natural ranges offer both style and
understated luxury.
Brintons has long been one of the few
manufacturers that has invested in
marketing its brand to consumers.
Known for its iconic advertising, Brintons
believes it must continue to inspire and
engage end consumers and drive them
in-store. But it doesn’t stop there,
Brintons is focused on providing its
retailers with a fast and effective service.
The company’s new delivery fleet
demonstrates its commitment to offering
retailers great service, while the headturning livery ensures consumers
continue to engage with the brand. The
new fleet is more fuel efficient than the
previous vehicles and has allowed
Brintons to further improve the number
of deliveries it makes. This has enabled

Grace
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the rollout of the ‘next-week’ delivery
service across more areas, even against
orders received up until Saturday
mornings.
Brintons not only makes carpet for the
home, its commercial division caters for
some of the largest and most prestigious
business customers. It is the flooring
partner of choice for operators of hotels,
airports, cruise ships, restaurants and
convention centres and its team of 80
hand-picked designers has been
responsible for developing some of the
most breathtaking carpet designs in the
commercial sector.
The global design team works closely
with interior designers, architects and
specifiers and specialises in delivering
products with unrivalled quality, service,
performance, and cutting-edge design.

Modern Glamour
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on trend

2010

Recognising that a luxury carpet is a real
investment, Brintons developed the Design
Inspiration Service to support its retailers
and consumers.
This autumn Brintons is working in
conjunction with key home interiors press to
get consumers to think creatively about
carpet by launching ‘on trend 2010’ to drive
footfall into store.

AUTUMN BY BRINTONS

call 01562 748000 or visit:
www.brintons.net/inspiration
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BEST UK FLOORING
SUPPLIER
VICTORIA CARPETS
Victoria Carpets’ comprehensive
twist collection is only possible due
to the company’s considerable
investment in state of the art looms
and additional finishing equipment.
Recognised by the industry for
producing twist carpets that are
outstanding value, Victoria Carpets
is among the market leaders for
innovation, colour, design and
excellence in quality and service.
‘Using the most up to date
tufting looms, Victoria has created
some simple, yet elegant tufted

designs. Subtle patterns offer
greater flexibility for coordinating
other furnishing materials, as you
can choose colours from the motif
or the main background in the
carpet,’ says Shaun Lewis, sales and
marketing director.
‘For a luxurious look, the long
pile carpets from Victoria Carpets’
Saxony Collection are excellent
value. With colours that suit today’s
discerning consumers, these ranges
will bring warmth and comfort to
any home.’

Manhattan is among Victoria’s newest designs

Victoria Carpets do it again!
with the re-launch of two great ranges
Crown Twist

Tudor Twist

Now available in 3 pile weights and 28 stunning colours

SUPPLIER
OF THE YEAR

Now in 20 fabulous shades
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Where Great Carpets Begin
Tel: 01562 749300 www.victoriacarpets.com
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BEST BEDROOM
GEORGIAN – WILLIS & GAMBIER
Willis & Gambier’s Georgian range of
bedroom furniture is crafted from birch
and birch veneer with a deep rich tone
and interesting grain enhanced by the
subtle lacquered finish.
This is a pared down version of a
classic style in which the graceful curve
and slight elongation of the legs combine
with the gently bowed front of the chests
and dressing table to give a refined
elegance.
The range has a unique quality due to
the fact that the small imperfections that
characterise the timber have occurred
naturally in the forest rather than through
an artificial distressing process. The grain
detail and occasional knotting add
authentic character.
Units have a choice of wood or metal
handles.
The collection is made up of 11 pieces:
four-door, triple and double wardrobes,
cheval mirror, gallery mirror, bedstead

and and chests of drawers in bedside,
tall, double and low configurations.
A matching Georgian dining range is
also available. This is made up of 13
pieces: two dining tables to seat four to

six or six to eight people, console table,
carver, dining chair, display cabinet, lamp
table, upholstered chair, wide sideboard,
narrow sideboard, wall mirror, coffee
table and TV cabinet.

Naturally occurring small
imperfections are a feature
of the 11-piece Georgian
bedroom range

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Originals, part of the Willis & Gambier group,
successfully launched at the Manchester show. The new
brand, led by Mike Conroy and David Jenkins, is cleverly
positioned to give every retailer a “must have” collection
of wooden furniture for the dining or bedroom sector
that will allow you to achieve fantastic retail prices at
great margins, and help drive some real volume through
your business.
10 new collections have been launched alongside a
tremendous dining chair offer with 31 different options
and shapes in some striking fabrics reflecting today’s
fashion colours, all available from our distribution
warehouse stock or by direct container.

HUDSON
C O L L E C T I O N
This range is beatifully crafted from light solid oak and oak
veneers with a subtle lacquer that results in a luxurious natural
finish. Simple, slim lines create a contemporary style, with
delicate features and shaker style feet.
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S T Y L E , Q UA L I T Y & VA LU E

Part of the Willis & Gambier
UK Group
Tel: 0845 606 7004 Email: mike.conroy@wguk.com www.originalsuk.com
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BEST NON-UK FLOORING
SUPPLIER
BALTA

Colorado

‘First of all, I would like to thank Interiors
Monthly readers for their confidence and
support in electing Balta Broadloom as
Best Non-UK Flooring Supplier for the
second year in a row,’ says Geert Vanden
Bossche.
‘It is giving us the energy to continue
to do our utmost to satisfy all our
customers, delivering creative and
innovative products with the best
possible service. In these uncertain times
we want to be the safe-haven as a
market leader and reliable partner.
‘We are committed also in the years
ahead to further develop innovative,
competitively priced products in both
wool and polypropylene. We have
extended our collections, offering more
colour than ever before.’
Bossche says that in the coming
months it will add to its polypropylene
ranges, starting with Colorado Springs, a
thick and comfortable PP twist produced
with a bleach cleanable multicolour
two-ply yarn and a pile weight of
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2,500g/sq m.
A revamped
Shepherd Twist
collection will hit
the market in
September, a
multipurpose
heather twist
range that has
proven to be a
winner. Balta will
also make new
trends available
in affordable
carpet with the
colourful carpet
called Funky
Stripes.
‘The recently
launched Casino
Collection, with
ranges such as
Blackjack, High
Roller, Four Aces
and Full House

will give retailers a winning hand to beat
the crises,’ says Bossche. ‘It is a
competitive range of textured loop pile
qualities in 100% polypropylene. Another
trump card is an affordable synthetic
twist called Lucky 7.’
Balta has added a range of patterns to
the successful Stainsafe Super Wiltax
collection aimed at the hospitality market
under the name Pubs & Clubs. This
exclusive collection will be distributed
through JHS. Two new woven ranges
with refined natural colours, Classique
Wilton and Vintage Wilton, will be
launched in the autumn.
Woolmaster is Balta’s brand for quality
broadloom carpet in 100% pure new
wool or 80/20 mix. The company has
reacted to market needs with a
redeveloped Prestige Twist collection
available in more colours and different
weight options.

Funky Stripes
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NEW! FUNKY LINES & STRIPES

Affordable trendy carpet from Balta
PUB Interiors Monthly.indd 1

www.baltagroup.com

17-07-2009 09:53:05
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BEST FURNITURE
WHOLESALER
FLEXILOAD
‘In these recessionary times retailers will
be looking at their product ranges to
maximise stockturn and minimise
wastage and additional costs due to
damages and faulty merchandise.
Naturally this turns the spotlight on to
their suppliers,’ says Simon Bonham,
Flexiload md.
‘It becomes more and more important
that suppliers give real value and service.
Value doesn’t necessarily mean just price,
although we are all aware how
important the price element is, with the
consumer constantly being bombarded
by TV and Press articles telling them that
shops are desperate for business and will
more or less sell at any price,’ he says.
‘At Flexiload we have taken this on
board, and have actively supported our
retailers by holding prices despite sharp
falls in the value of sterling against the US
dollar. This policy has paid off
handsomely.
‘Obviously this can only have
happened if our customers have also
benefited from increased volumes in our
products. Likewise we keep our suppliers
busy and in business, for us it’s short
term pain for long term gain.’
True value from a supplier is down to

the whole package being offered, he
says. For example, are you absolutely sure
that the products you are being offered
at what appear to be low prices are not
cheap copies of another supplier’s
registered designs? Retailers are jointly
responsible with their supplier if they
offer copies, with all the attendant
potential financial penalties.
‘Can you be sure when you deliver to
your customer that the product, in most
cases, will be in first class condition when
taken out of its packaging? Obviously the
additional costs in sending out
replacements, not to mention the hassle
factor for you and your customer, are
areas that any retailer will wish to
minimise. We take real pride in our
extremely low level of returns of less than
0.5% This is due to rigorous quality
controls in our factories in China by staff
directly employed by us who are paid a
bonus for every “clean” load shipped.’
In the event that an item is faulty or
damaged what is the likely response from
your supplier, asks Bonham? Is it, ‘Oh it’s
the shop’s fault? They haven’t stored or
handled the item properly,’ or is it as is
the case with a good supplier a 100%
unconditional guarantee to replace or

Flexiload has more than $3m of stock in climate controlled warehouses
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credit any faulty or damaged item,
thereby reducing your costs and stress, as
is the case at Flexiload.
Another thing to consider is how often
your supplier retests to make sure their
factories are complying with current UK
regulations? Bonham says he has heard
of suppliers who haven’t retested for
several years.
A major consideration, especially in
today’s market conditions, is the financial
health of a supplier. What good is it to
buy purely for a slightly lower price then
find your supplier has gone bust, leaving
you with unfulfilled customer orders and
the consequent pain of refunding
deposits on sales that have been hard
won, Bonham asks.
With container furniture suppliers this is
even more important, as most suppliers
require a deposit with orders.
‘As one of the original container
companies, Flexiload is still one of the
largest suppliers of quality solid wood
furniture in container quantities and is
certainly one of the most financially
sound with more than $3m of stock at
any time in its climate controlled
warehouses in China for delivery door to
door in 35 days.’

Flexiload’s Evesham dining range
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BEST LIVING ROOM
GRANGE – MORRIS FURNITURE
Grange is Morris
Furniture’s bestselling
range. Introduced 18
months ago, it is
approaching the success
enjoyed by the Windsor
collection at its peak.
It has been updated
using veneer panels on
tops, rather then the
previous solid panels. This
is designed to alleviate
any natural movement in
the panels. All tops are
40mm.
Grange has a lacquered
natural oak finish for ease
of maintenance.
At the heart of the
range is the flexibility of
its dining table offer.
Grange offers the
choice of three
extendable dining tables –
oval, circular and
rectangular. They are
accompanied by a choice
of chairs: ladder back and
upholstered in tan leather.
The ladder back chair
creates a country house
style while the
upholstered chain gives a
more contemporary look.
Grange has dowel peg
detailing on all pieces and
brass-effect handles.
Cabinets all have glass
shelves with downlighters
while drawers are
dovetailed with solid
drawer boxes.
Morris has more than
400 retailers stocking
Grange and according to
the company, all pieces in
the range sell equally
well.

George McGraw, Morris Furniture Group joint-md (right) receives the company’s award certificate from Andrew Kidd,
Interiors Media director

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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BEST VINYL
IVC: LEOLAN
The Leolan brand is a market leader in
the UK cushioned vinyl sector. The
company behind it, IVC Group, is
continually looking for ways to improve
and innovate, developing cushioned vinyl
flooring to meet the needs and
requirements of all, says Francis
Debrabandere, IVC commercial director.
With an approach to ‘never take
anything for granted’, IVC Group’s
brands have become regarded as the
only cushioned vinyl choice for many
retailers, offering the ideal combination of
style, performance and value, says
Debrabandere. With 25 plus residential
collections, IVC Group’s portfolio is one
of the most diverse on the market.
To ensure Leolan and Domo hit the
mark, IVC invests heavily in research and
development, continually looking for
ways to improve product performance.
Intensive development has led to the
introduction of the Superguard wear layer
and the Leogrip slip resistant technology
that improve the appeal of Leolan
without sacrificing its excellent value.
Style too comes through in every floor,
with designs catering for the tastes of all
consumers. From the close replication of
wood and stone, to more stylistic
interpretations and even bright primary
colours, puzzles and water droplets, the
broad palette of designs allows retailers
to keep customers’ style needs satisfied.
‘We are committed to bringing the
retailer cushioned vinyl that is not only
excellent value, but that also brings
performance and style in abundance,’
says Debrabandere.
‘We fully appreciate that retailers must
not only offer attractive and durable
cushioned vinyl floorcoverings, but also
that they must deliver excellent value at
every turn. The award from the readers
of Interiors Monthly is testament that our
philosophy to “never take anything for
granted” is paying off.’
For spring and summer alone, the IVC
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Group has launched four Leolan ranges:
Wondergrain SR, Wonderstone SR, Floors
SR and Texmark SR.
With the manufacturing of all its
products in-house, the IVC Group prides
itself on consistent quality across its entire

product spectrum, meaning that even the
most competitive of products won’t
disappoint. This also allows technologies
to be filtered down to ensure that even
the base products within the portfolio
have maximum appeal.

Wondergrain Louvre

Wondergrain Kodiak

Wonderstone Venturi
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award winning ¾ooring
Whether conservatory, lounge, kitchen, hallway, bathroom or bedroom,The IVC Group’s award winning range of
cushioned vinyl is just the ticket.With the market leading Leolan ¾ooring range and the design-inspired Domo
collections, the IVC Group is behind some of the UK’s most loved cushioned vinyl products.
Whether residential or commercial, why not bene½t from The IVC Group’s extensive product range, extraordinary
value and sublime service. After all, it is award winning ¾ooring.

IVC Group
Tel: +32 5665 3211
Web: www.ivcgroup.com

IVCGroup_AwardWinningFlooring_A4.indd 1
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BEST SOFTWARE SUPPLIER
RETAILSYSTEM.COM

Eric Gevaert Fotolia.com

Glenn Young Fotolia.com

‘When the awfully nice chaps at Interiors
Monthly called to say Retailsystem.com
had won the award for Best Software
Supplier there’s no denying we were
thrilled with the news,’ says Stephen
Smith, Retailsystem.com md.
‘What an honour to receive this award.
As is customary, we would like to thank
all the retailers who voted for us,
however we would also like to pass on a
thank you from our friends living in the
Amazon rainforest. Here is a telegraph
received from their spokesjaguar, Jeremy.’
‘Ladies and gentlemen (human), it
gives me great pleasure to hear of this
award for Retailsystem.com for its
wonderful work with software this year.
My colleagues here in the jungle asked
me to say a very special “thank you” to
everyone who voted for you. And
there’s an extra special thank you
from me, and this is why.
‘You see, when you’ve been a
jaguar for as long as I have you’ll
know how important it is to have
plenty of rainforest around you; it
provides you with lunch and it gives
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you cover from horrible hunters. After all,
when you’re an endangered species, you
have to learn to take the rough with the
rough. So a company like
Retailsystem.com that actively promotes a
“paperless office”, which in turn helps to
halt the felling of trees left right and
centre to make more and more
unnecessary paper, certainly gets my
vote.
‘And the Retailsystem.com utilityware
solutions means more and more people
need less and less paper to do an even
better job. It’s simpler for them to do

good business, more efficient for the
organisation as a whole and gives me
more of a chance to survive.
‘And it’s not just me. There’s a golden
lion tamarin monkey called Eric who is
also terribly pleased that he has a better
chance of hiding from the fur traders, not
to mention a couple of toucans who
reckon they’d be down to onecan if it
wasn’t for dear old Retailsystem.com.
‘Of course, I’m well aware that the
work done by Retailsystem.com isn’t just
about saving our forests; if I’m brutally
honest, I don’t really do computers, but

apparently this new Cloud computing is
good news for us and you – it’s about
making sure you’ve all got the right tools
for the job. You can run a paperless office
and utilise the massive storage and
application power all at the click of a
mouse...(did someone mention a mouse?
– not for me, thanks… although I’ll take
a small tapir if you have one).
‘With this new Cloud computing lark (a
lark? Mmm yummy – now I’m really
hungry), apparently you can really get
your teeth into things.
‘Now you’re talking my language.’

YOU
U CAN
N AFFORD
D IT

The
e LOW
W COSTT I.T.. solution
n iss here
Any size of store - 90 pence per day, per user*

Are you using an old fashioned or costly computer system?
...or no system at all?
We transfer your data from your old system, or help you setup from scratch
- seamlessly and for FREE

MAKE
E THE
E SWITCH
H - CUTT COSTS
Fully Integrated System

Included

Sales & Purchase Orders

Zero Setup costs

Stock Control (Unit & Bulk)

Free Online Demo

Multi-Branch & Warehouse

Free Training & Tutorials

Financial Accounting

Free Data Transfer of Stock

Profit Margin Monitoring

Free Customer Migration

Barcoding & Container Orders

Free Customised Printing

Ecommerce Integration

Free Order Tracking Website

Mail Merge with Targeting

Free Tech Support for life

Online Customer Order Tracking
Delivery Text Alerts for Customers

It really is time to come out of the dark ages
and update your IT...gone are the days of
constant hardware failures and unreliable
systems.
Let us deliver your IT and you deliver
the furniture...

Unlike other software on the market,
retailsystem.com is online and, therefore,
none of the traditional headaches apply.
You are in full control of your own database
from anywhere, anytime; all that’s needed
is a PC and internet access.

Custom Management Reports
Price Tickets & Price Point
Easy Product Catalogue Upload
Real time Health Checker
Customer Service Suite
De-Branding Module

For more information
call or email:

Delivery Scheduling

08712 20 6464

* minimum 5 users.

info@retailsystem.com

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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BEST SOLID/ENGINEERED
WOOD SUPPLIER
KÄHRS
Kährs offers an extensive range of wood
floors, as well as complementary
accessories, installation tools and
maintenance products.
Based on Kährs original ‘parquet’
design – invented and patented in 1941
– all floors feature an eco-friendly, multilayered construction which provides
stability throughout the seasons. They are
offered with a choice of satin lacquer or
natural oil pre-finish for durability and
easy maintenance.
Floors can be laid ‘floating’ on
practically any dry, level surface. The
Kährs Woodloc joint – a self-locking,
glueless jointing system – allows the
boards to be automatically ‘locked’ into
place, giving a faster installation and
eliminating gapping throughout the
lifetime of the floor.

Kährs Original is offered with a 30-year
guarantee and Kährs Linnea with a 12year guarantee.

Beech Oslo

Oak Nouveau

BEST FURNITURE WEBSITE
AIRSPRUNG BEDS
Arena Design has worked closely with
Airsprung Beds for more than 15 years
and under the most comprehensive
brand overhaul in 20 years a new
concept ‘Bed of Roses’ was born.
Chosen for their soft, romantic and
feminine associations, the roses
have become instantly recognisable
and a memorable statement of the
brand.
The new website is a major element
of the marketing of Airsprung Beds.
Designed to be both appealing to the
consumer and informative for the
retailer, the website has been an
important factor in the continuing
success of Airsprung Beds.
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BEST ACCESSORY SUPPLIER
PRESTIGIOUS TEXTILES
Now in its 21st year, Prestigious Textiles
has plenty to celebrate, with an enticing
diversity of fabrics for curtains, upholstery
and decorative accessories complemented
by lustrous new wallcoverings. As the
seasons roll by, each product launch is
welcomed by an enthusiastic army of
distributors, retailers and consumers, and
the company now reaches out to a
customer base which stretches not only
across the UK but around the world.
Founded by Trevor Helliwell, md,
Prestigious Textiles began operating from
a small office in Bingley, West Yorkshire in
1988 and quickly carved out a niche as a
specialist textile wholesaler and
distributor supplying retailers in the UK
and Ireland.
Today, the company is based at an
extensive custom-built facility: the head
office and a 60,000sqft warehouse
occupy a complex just outside Bradford
which covers bulk stock piece-goods,
customised cut-lengths and computerised
sample and cutting distribution. From
here, goods are despatched daily to
destinations worldwide, with partner
businesses in the Republic of Ireland,
France, Germany, South Africa and the

Netherlands supported by agents and
trading alliances in a further 93 countries.
Although the group’s core business
remains in piece-goods and cut-lengths,
it continues to keep a watchful eye on
opportunities to develop into
complementary markets. This is typified
by the introduction two years ago of a
portfolio of wallcoverings. Now
comprising three distinctive collections –

Obsession from the Euphoria wallcovering range

Honshu fabric collection

the simply natural Woodland, the
dramatic Reflections and the sophisticated
Euphoria – the wallcoverings support
existing market areas and open up new
ones.
For 2009 and beyond, the company’s
trends forecasters are predicting a
resurgence of soft shades, subtle textures
and classic design themes in interior
decoration – considered to be at once a
reaction to the dynamic retro prints of a
few seasons ago and a quest for stability
in an uncertain economic climate. Pastels
and tasteful mid-tones are underpinning
everything from upholstery and draperies
to accessories and wallpapers as the
consumer opts for safe and timeless
home decor styling.
Reflecting this mood are highlights
from Prestigious Textiles’ latest fabric
collections. Honshu, for example, is a
series of soft embroidered cottons for
curtains, accessories and upholstery
featuring dainty floral and foliage trails,
swirling spotlights and blazer stripes,
while Babushka is a family of prints on
100% cotton panama where organic
Jacobean-style motifs are infused with a
distinctly tropical flavour.

Babushka fabric collection

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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BEST NON-UK FURNITURE
SUPPLIER
RAUCH
to assemble products offer from Rauch
provides a wide choice for its
customers.
The company sells its products
directly to furniture stores, rather than
having its own branding, and supplies
them with extensive sales and
marketing literature to illustrate its
ranges.
The types of stores to which Rauch
sells its bedroom furniture products
tend to be large European multiple
retailers.
In the UK, Rauch is doing good
business with both multiples and
independent retailers. The UK is Rauch’s
second largest market after its home
market and it has a UK sales office in
Evesham, Worcestershire.
Rauch Möbelwerke was established in
1897 by Wendelin Rauch in Freudenberg,
Germany. The company has expanded
rapidly, going from 100 employees in
1937 to 2,000 today, and sealing its
position as one of the top three bedroom
furniture producers in Europe.
Rauch offers some 200 product ranges
to its clients across Europe, with its
divisions consisting of bedrooms,
overbeds, wardrobes, matching pieces,
beds and junior furniture.
The company provides both made to
order and ready to assemble products
that allow for a great deal of flexibility for
its customers.
Wolfgang Mansky, head of marketing
says: ‘We do not have anything in stock
as it is all bespoke for each order. Our
logistics are excellent in this regard. Also,
the production depends solely on the
order so we can be very flexible and
efficient. We do not have large
warehouses full of products; rather we
are able to produce the exact
requirements of the order as soon as it is
received.’
Both the made to order and the ready
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Above and
left: the
Largo
collection
Below:
Rauch’s
Freudenberg
factory
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» Thank you for your conﬁdence! «

Rauch, founded in 1897, is one of the largest and most successful manufacturers
of bedroom furniture in Europe. With the benefit of extensive market research Rauch
produce modern, practical, highly commercial furniture to meet the expectations
of your customers.
U.K. Agents: Easterhill Furniture | 86, High Street | Evesham, Worcs. WR 11 4 EU
www.rauchmoebel.com
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BEST FLOORING EXHIBITION
(WORLDWIDE)
NATIONAL FLOOR SHOW
Now entering its 17th year, the National
Floor Show is gearing up for what the
organiser hopes will be the most exciting
edition yet. It has been working to put
together a focused event that delivers on
all levels.
‘We are absolutely delighted to have
received this award, UBM Live has
worked for a number of years to bring
the industry its key networking event of
the year – and subsequently the show
has gone from strength to strength. We
will continue to work to ensure that real
business is at the core of the exhibition,’
says Andy Vaughan, NFS event director.
Business and education are the two
key themes at the show this year. With
more than 130 exhibitors signed,
including Cormar Carpets, Associated
Weavers, Karndean, Lano, Ball & Young,
Abingdon Flooring, Victoria Carpets,
Mercado and Oriental Weavers, the show
looks set to deliver on the business front
as thousands of visitors arrive at
Harrogate to source their key products
for the months ahead.
The educational aspect of the event will
be provided through a number of feature
areas, designed to inspire and motivate
delegates, equipping them with valuable
knowledge to look to the future with
renewed confidence.
The Seminar Programme is central to
this, returning to the Queens Suite after a
successful launch last year. This year’s
line-up features a variety of experts,
including high-profile designer Jeff Banks
giving an insight into his career and
thoughts on interior design; trend
forecaster Victoria Redshaw outlining key
design trends for the year ahead and Kate
Chappell of Carpet Recycling UK
presenting on new legislation relating to
the flooring industry.
Outside the seminar theatre, the
industry will demonstrate its design
prowess with a new feature area. The
Top Ten Products Competition will show
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Seminars are a major feature of this year’s event

designs from a selection of this year’s
exhibitors.
Also improved this year is the hall
layout; the revised floorplan allows
visitors to circulate the five halls with
greater ease. The Royal Hall will re-open
after a decade of absence, welcoming a

new section for tools and demonstrations
featuring the likes of TAOFS, Mflor,
Spotnails and Floorbrand.
The National Floor Show is at
Harrogate International Centre from 8-10
September 2009. To register visit
www.nationalfloorshow.com.
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The art of flooring
For more information and to register, please visit:

www.nationalfloorshow.co.uk
or call +44 (0)844 557 2348

See the latest products including
carpet, wood, laminate, vinyl, rugs,
tiles, ceramics, tools and accessories

National
Floor Show

Talk to suppliers
Network with industry professionals
Discover the latest trends
The UK’s must attend event for
the entire ﬂooring industry

8th - 10th September 2009 • Harrogate International Centre

www.nationalfloorshow.co.uk
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BEST FABRIC UPHOLSTERY
LINEAR – ASHLEY MANOR
‘It seems a long time now since January
and the Interiors Birmingham show.
Thankfully we are reminded every week
when we look at the order intake that is
mixed with a healthy dose of the models
launched at the show – in particular the
Alexis and Otis that continue to serve us
so very well with the independent
retailers across the UK and Republic of
Ireland, in a marketplace that can only be
described as lukewarm at best,’ says
Steve Morgan, Ashley Manor Upholstery
sales director.
‘It was interesting to find when we
won the Interiors Monthly 2009 award
for the Best Fabric Upholstery that it
went, not to a new model, but to the
oldest model on our NEC stand in our
contemporary ground piece: Linear.
‘With so much attention given to the
value for money aspect, in this ever price
conscious arena, it was a pleasant
surprise that retailers voted for Linear,
with its higher price point. That said, the
model looked stunning on the stand and
despite its higher price point, as always,
performed, and continues to perform,
extremely well, beyond expectation.
‘With January a distant memory we
look forward to the Ashley Manor and
AMX At Home show, held jointly at our
Long Eaton showrooms from the 13-16
September to coincide with Long Point,
where we will, for the first time,
showcase all our UK designed leather and
leather and fabric collections, consisting
of the recently launched Clayton, Harvard
and Hudson. These are all UK stock lines
that we offer on express delivery.
‘Also on show will be a fantastic new
collection dressed in stunning new
leathers and velvets from Italy. This will
be stocked in the UK in time for Boxing
Day and the hopefully busy winter sales,
alongside another stunning collection of
soft cover designs from Ashley Manor,
hopefully emulating the successes from
the NEC show.’
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Award-winning Linear performs above expectations

AMX’s Harvard

Ashley Manor’s Alexis
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BEST FLOORING BUYING
GROUP
METRO
The Metro Group is a £60m buying
group that offers companies the
opportunity to keep their independence
while having the strength of a
nationwide organisation behind them.
There are many areas where the
strength of a buying group can help
forward thinking retailers thrive, even in
difficult economic conditions and a
rapidly changing retail market, according
to David Kipping, Metro Group chief
executive.
He says joining the group: ‘May be the
best thing you could do for your business
right now. Many of you will have built a
sound business doing things your way.
We believe in encouraging you to
continue in that, but offer you additional
opportunities to develop your business
for the future. Metro is committed to
helping our members make more profit –
that’s the bottom line.’
While the case for combining buying
power with many others has always been
strong, the demise of independents in so
many retail fields further emphasises the
benefits it can bring.
The group’s rebate scheme offers
rebates up to 7.5% on Carpet 1st
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branded ranges. These include almost all
the bestselling ranges from the top UK
suppliers. ‘Members are paid quarterly,
with some earning more than £10,000 a
year extra profit,’ says Kipping.
Metro provides a members-only
website, offering price lists, offers, diary
dates and contact lists together with all
the information members need.
Training is essential for all retailers so
Metro helps with training material
covering sales, customer service,
advertising, running a business and even
installation, available in written, audio
and video formats.
Embracing new technologies and
keeping ahead of the competition is what
a good buying group should be able to
guide members through.
To aid this the group is shortly
launching a consumer website for
members. It will also build websites
customised to each member, using the
name of their business, selling the
group’s Carpet1st branded ranges.
‘This gives each member their own
personalised website, selling less price
sensitive own label products, backed up
with a free 24-hour sample service. Even

members who can barely switch on a
computer will have a superb online store.
As the main website directs consumers to
the nearest member, members can
promote their websites locally, while
making good margins,’ says Kipping.
The group is keen to add new
members, in all areas of the country.
‘Our offer, compared to the other
buying groups, is particularly strong at
this time and we want to take advantage
of this by further strengthening our
membership.’
But he stresses that the prospect of
mergers between buying groups is
unlikely in the near future.
‘It is clear from our experience, that
outright mergers are very complicated
and time consuming and divert us from
the real job in hand. The notion of
bringing 350 to 400 members together
quickly has its advantages, but we have
shown that the same result can be had
by obtaining a greater level of support
from our existing members.
‘Metro is focused on developing that
support even further, while bringing in
some good members who would like to
join us.’
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METRO GROUP gives me the lowest prices

“ I EARNED OVER £10,000

John Keyworth
Islandwide Carpets

ADDITIONAL REBATE LAST YEAR

Isle of Wight
Our exclusive rebate scheme substantially

SELLING THE BEST PRODUCTS IN

rewards members retailing many of the
best-selling ranges in the UK - ranges you

THE MARKETPLACE”

are probably selling already

The Metro Group negotiates the lowest prices on a wide portfolio of
the best selling ranges from the UK's leading suppliers.
Subsidised professional displays and our Carpet 1st branding gives
you the opportunity to obtain higher margins, plus a very substantial
rebate.
In the summer Metro launch a new ecommerce consumer website,
directing customers to our nearest member's personalised website
selling Carpet1st ranges at healthy margins. We maintain and update
your site and do all the hard work, leaving you to develop new customers.

JOIN THE UK's LEADING BUYING
GROUP - MAKE MORE PROFIT

There are many other benefits to membership but we believe you
should be able to measure these benefits in terms of extra profit,
leaving you free to run your business your way.
If you want to make more profit NOW, give us a call, and talk to us in
absolute confidence. It could be the best thing you ever do for your
business.

Nationwide opportunities exist for new members
to join the UK's strongest buying group now.

carpet
s e l e c t

c o l l e c t i o n

st

CALL, WRITE OR EMAIL NOW FOR MORE
DETAILS IN ABSOLUTE CONFIDENCE
email: dek@carpet1st.co.uk

Metro Group. Metro House, 21 Chorley New Road, Bolton. BL1 4QR. Tel: (01204) 393539
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INNOVATION OF THE YEAR
YOUR DEPARTMENT STORE
Your Department Store offers an online
trading solution specifically for
independent furniture stores.
Launched last autumn, YDS is achieving
a sign-up rate averaging one a fortnight.
A host of prestigious retailers already
feature among its fast growing list of
subscribers, including: Ponsford’s
Furniture For Less, Gilberts Furnishers,
MacDonalds of York, Newtons of Bury
Online, Fosters Furniture Online, Bakers
Furniture Online, Direct Furniture Stores,
Dickinsons Furnishers, Hatfields2Go, At
Home Furnishings, What’s In Store and
Haskins Furniture.
Established by former furniture
importer David Ruddiman and run with

former Amazon executive Jeremy
Paterson, YDS offers retailers the chance
to expand their business though the
Internet.
‘And they can do so without any of the
back office hassles associated with a
transactional site or the need to worry
about warehousing, deliveries or
customer service issues. For the retailer
that means no stock commitment, no
loading of products, no transport issues
and no stock control,’ says Ruddiman.
‘Recent sign ups could not be happier.
It took Hatfields of Colchester just two
weeks to launch its online discount store
www.hatfields2go.co.uk. And within less
than a month, the website was achieving

visitor levels which the store’s previous
website had taken three years to reach.
In Leeds, Direct Furniture Store also
decided to take the plunge into etailing
with the help of YDS. Since launching its
online trading website nine months ago,
Richard Tempest, owner is on track to see
a four times return on investment thanks
to a fortunate URL, high visitor levels and
good sales conversion rates.
‘There is simply nothing else like it, he
says. ‘This makes high-level Internet
retailing an affordable and real
proposition. It gives independents the
wherewithal to launch a safe and secure,
customised site for a fraction of the cost it
would take to develop their own.’

Jeremy Paterson (left) and David Ruddiman (right) receive the award from Interiors Media
directors Joanne Miller and Andrew Kidd
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BEST MARKETING SUPPORT
STRESSLESS
Communication, communication,
communication is the Ekornes business
mantra, says Mike Haines, Ekornes’
recently appointed md. ‘It’s proved a
winning formula for the UK business over
the years and one our retail partners
appear to wholeheartedly agree with.
Strong marketing partnership
programmes are integral to our overall
business plans in the UK and
internationally.’
Some companies seem to view
marketing as a possible movable feast,
especially in tough times, but Ekornes
takes the opposite view.
This year the company’s marketing and
promotional programme for its Stressless
brand is more rigorous than ever,
embracing national and local TV
campaigns, product promotions, retailer
events, new in-store studio displays,
outdoor advertising, online activity,
newsletters and training workshops.
‘We take the long-term view in all we
do; our plans aim to help sell in and
importantly sell out. We have great
products, strong promotional and
marketing tools, a great team and
enthusiastic retail partners. We want both
Ekornes and its partners’ businesses to
grow. That means we have to show our
commitment in tangible, practical ways
that help their businesses overall.
Therefore, despite the tough economic
climate, our recent sales confirm we are
bucking the industry trend with very
positive results being achieved,’ says
Haines.
More than 60 local retailer events have
taken place this year at castles, country
homes, county shows, garden centres
and home interiors exhibitions. ‘These
events are classic sales opportunities and
have addressed the fact that business is
out there, you just have to go to where
people are spending.’
Notable successes have been
Time4Furniture, GFS World of Furniture
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Marketing has included national advertising and
billboards

of Warrington and Insitu of Worcester
who all reported significant sales and
many retailers are already asking to
rebook similar events for 2010.
Another key initiative this year has
been the launch of the Stressless Studio
concept. ‘Our marketing initiatives are
always discussed in depth with our retail
partners and we are happy to tailor
certain elements to suit their specific
needs,’ says Duncan Box, marketing
manager. ‘The Studio Concept is a
showcase in its own right for the brand,
but also for the retailer as it has a strong
lifestyle interior element to it.
‘We share the cost and provide all the
merchandising which leads to total clarity
in brand positioning while being flexible
to local markets. Each studio is a sizeable
investment for both Stressless and our
retailer partners, so it has to be perfect.
We have been delighted at the uptake of

the large investment, as given
the current economic climate it would
have been easy to defer this decision, but
all of our retailers who have had new
studios installed have commented on
how successful these have been.’
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Comfort is...
the new feeling of Blues
The silky, hypnotic tones of a slow guitar are the inspiration
behind the new Stressless® Blues. And, like the music, it
should always be experienced live! From the soft, natural
leather and the smooth way it reclines to give perfect support
in any position, to the choice of sizes for a tailor-made feel
and superior features you won’t find on other recliners, it’s
the ultimate in comfort. And a stylish addition to any home
with its sleek stainless steel lines and matching base. Take a
seat in a Stressless® Blues and you’ll say encore every time.

www.stressless.co.uk

Stressless® Blues Medium recliner

YOUR GUARANTEE FOR GENUINE COMFORT
Look for our logo on the glide wheel of your recliner – it’s your guarantee
of genuine Stressless® comfort. It means that as you recline, the unique
patented Stressless® Plus™ system gently synchronises with the flexible
headrest to give you the correct neck and lumbar support in any position.
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BEST FLOORING WEBSITE
CRUCIAL TRADING
The Crucial Trading website (crucialtrading.com) was developed to be a
simple product-sourcing tool that also
inspires the consumer with interiors
photography.
It is designed to make it as easy as
possible for the consumer to navigate to
where they want to be. The two main
areas are ‘Create a rug’ and ‘Choose a
floorcovering’. In the former, consumers
can instantly design a rug by choosing
from the large range of floorcoverings
and borders. When they have decided on
their rug combination, they can generate
a quote and send it to a retailer of their
choice to be confirmed and delivered.
In the floorcovering section, consumers
can browse through all of the 326
floorcoverings available, request quotes
and also email for free samples of their
shortlisted selection.
Consumers can see the product up
close and with full information, including
suitability, width, fibre and product code.
However, if consumers know the code of
the product they are looking for they can
go straight to the Order a Sample
section.
The Gallery section contains images
from Crucial’s brochures past and
present, enabling the consumer to see
how the floorcoverings they are
interested in look in a room.
In the Find a Retailer section,
consumers can search for retailers by
using their postcode or by clicking on the
area they live in on the map of the UK.
Overseas visitors to the website are also
catered for with a list of retailers around
the world.
The new Crucial Trading brochure set
can also be ordered online and
consumers can choose which product
brochures they would like, free of charge.
These main features of the website are
designed to make life easy for the
consumer and inspire them with the
Crucial Trading brand.
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No-one does soft like us.

For samples of our new and existing
ranges, a copy of our brochure or to
become a Crucial Trading retailer
call 01562 743 747 or visit us at

crucial-trading.com
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BEST BUSINESS SUPPORT
INSIGHT WITH PASSION
Despite only just entering the seventh
month of its trading partnership, Insight
with Passion has already been shortlisted
in the highly regarded Barclays Business
Awards and won a coveted interiors
industry national award as Best Business
Support.
Both accolades were awarded when
Insight with Passion’s clients felt
encouraged to profile the work and
rewards the business transformation
specialists have provided.
In a short time and in tough economic
conditions, clients have already enjoyed
increased sales, reduced overheads,
increased awareness, more business focus
and essentially a crystallised
vision for their business.
Insight with Passion gets
right to the heart of each
business, drawing on years
of experience running and
developing national brands.
Its ability to deliver a strategy
that comfortably enhances
the opportunities for their
clients, while negotiating the
challenges of managing
overheads, competition and
a demanding customer base,
is second to none.
Founded by respected and
multi award winning duo –
Richard Gomersall and
Kate Hardcastle, Insight with
Passion does ‘just what it
says on the tin!’
When providing its
insightful and passionate
business advisory service,
the team reviews and
researches the environment
with each client,
understanding their
opportunities and
weaknesses to create an
engaging and achievable
development plan. This is
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Woman of The Year. Recently she has
focused on the fashion and retail industry
with dynamic retail theatre plans.
Gomersall is vastly experienced in
realising opportunities for retail and
service businesses – with a fine CV of
business transformation developed in
executive roles at Asda, Mothercare and
the Co-operative Group. In his rich and
varied career he has changed business
fortunes by increasing turnover, creating
brand extension opportunities and
forging more resilient and durable
customer propositions.
His experience as a non-executive
director for more than 20 businesses has
seen him advise and
implement major projects
such as a £80m overhead
reduction plan, identifying
and delivering acquisitions
and mergers and developing
new proactive business
plans.
Following client demand
the team has recently
launched the Passion Brand
and Marketing agency, with
the opportunity to get the
very best in communication,
design and in-store creation
from the real experts – each
individually selected by
Hardcastle and Gomersall.
’The interiors industry is
hungry for the creative
revolution,’ says Hardcastle.
‘And we’re just the team to
bring it. We want to bring
the tools and techniques
used by fashion and grocery
into the interiors industry.
The clients that already
benefit from this have
profitable results and awards
as rewards. We’d be
delighted to assist others
Richard Gomersall and Kate Hardcastle with bespoke campaigns.’

delivered by the client; with support from
the Insight with Passion team. A full
training service is available, alongside
management coaching and development.
Currently the team works with a wide
mix of clients from furniture, fashion,
finance and funerals.
Hardcastle’s vast experience in the
interiors industry cannot be ignored. She
has been a visionary and transformed the
fortunes of Jay-Be, Silentnight and Halo
International. She has received some 16
national business awards, has been noted
by Downing Street for her exceptional
Corporate Social Responsibility work and
twice nominated as overall Yorkshire
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INSIGHT WITH PASSION ARE DELIGHTED THAT
THEIR CLIENTS HAVE VOTED THEM AS THE
PROVIDER OF BEST BUSINESS SUPPORT
FOR THEIR TRANSFORMATIONAL
BUSINESS GUIDANCE
WE ARE EVEN MORE DELIGHTED THAT WITH OUR HELP, OUR CLIENTS
ARE WINNING AWARDS FOR THEIR TRANSFORMATIONS AND RESULTS
WE CAN HELP YOUR BUSINESS ACHIEVE EXTRAORDINARY RESULTS, CRYSTALLISE YOUR VISION
AND SUPPORT YOU WITH NEW INITIATIVES – CONTACT US TODAY TO FIND OUT MORE

insight

passion

SOLVING YOUR BUSINESS PUZZLE ANALYTICALLY AND CREATIVELY
CONTACT @ INSIGHTWITHPASSION . CO . UK WWW. INSIGHTWITHPASSION . CO . UK
0161 343 7177 | 07753 929 508 | 07896 301 616
INSIGHT WITH PASSION GROUP ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE EXPANSION OF
PASSION BRAND & MARKETING, NOW OFFERING SERVICES INCLUDING:LEADING DESIGN SOLUTIONS, WEBSITES, COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES AND INSTORE DISPLAY
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MANCHESTER FURNITURE
PRIME TIME
The UK’s second largest furniture exhibition
again provided a summer buying opportunity

Global Home introduced the extensive
contemporary Manhattan bedroom and
dining collection in a light oak finish. This
was complemented by the Panorama
dining range made from poplar with a
walnut finish and the Dorset pine
bedroom range.
Seduta d’Arte introduced the Eldorado
collection of very soft leathers while
debuting the S603 modular upholstery
collection including flexible headrests,
sofabed, recliners and corner unit. This
was joined by the more casual modular
S176.
G&P Furniture showed off its Windsor
House collection of six compact dining
tables in cherry and maple finishes.
Minster Stylish Living, part of Minster
Giftware, introduced several products,
the highlights of which were floral tub
chairs with filled cushion and footstool,

Kettle’s Ascot
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and leather rocket design chairs and
sofas.
Kettle Interiors added the Monaco
living and dining room range and the
Canterbury Oak bedroom range to its
Lifestyle collection. Monaco, made from
American white oak, offers strong shapes
and stark edges for a contemporary style
while Canterbury has a more traditional
edge. It also introduced the Epsom and
Exeter dining chairs.
Centre of attention for Hyder Living
was two bunk beds: Cosmic and Z-bunk.
Cosmic has the flexibility of the studio
sleeper with a dedicated work unit and
optional futon. It has a double swimming
pool ladder and tempered glass in the
footboard, headboard and the desk.
The Z-bunk has a Z-shaped frame,
moving away from the traditional upright
posts associated with bunkbeds.
Core Products had a multitude of
launches, headed by Time for Kids, a
vibrant collection of children’s furniture
including shelving, storage and seating.
The company moved into the painted
furniture market with Monza, a collection
of contrasting dark stained pine and
painted MDF.
The Roma bed range has rounded
corners, a dark wood finish and metal
handles while Hamilton covers the
bedroom and dining sectors. The Corona,
Bohemia and Bunk Bed collections added
to the firm’s bedroom offer.
Morris Furniture Group used the show
to debut designs across all of its brands.
Morris’s Sovereign is a transitional
living, dining and occasional range
including two dining tables, console table
and choice of two dining chairs. Globe is
a 15 piece range in an oil and lacquered
oak finish including a dining table that
can be expanded to several lengths. Both
it and Sovereign feature wooden edges
on display unit glass shelves.
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6-9 September 2009
NEC Birmingham UK
Volume hall opens
one day early
www.autumnfair.com

See the leading home
interior names at the
season’s biggest
buying opportunity
Perfectly timed for festive buying and spring previews,
Autumn Fair International 2009 is an essential date
in your home and gift calendar.
Discover 1,500 exhibitors, 500,000 products and
40,000 new launches all under one roof.
Priority Code A42

1,500 exhibitors including:
Ambassador Textiles

Giftworks

Rayburn Trading

Arthur Price

Gund

Retreat Home

Au Maison

Habasco
International

Saksipots

Beamfeature
BHL Group

Hill Interiors

Biggie Best

Jackie Brazil

BMC Giftware

Joseph Joseph

CIMC

Lesser & Pavey

Coach House

Lisbeth Dahl

Emma Ball

Meyer Group

Ethos

One World Trading

Febland Group

P Kennedy / Truth

G McKenzie

Paul Lamond Games

Gecko

PD Global

Scenarios
Stone the Crows
Talbot International
The Old Basket
Supply Company
The Straits Trading
Company
Typhoon
Housewares
Ultimate Products
Widdop Bingham
& Co

See the full list of exhibitors at autumnfair.com

Register today for FREE entry at www.autumnfair.com
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Zone introduced its first expanding
dining table and console table with Eden
in a burr maple finish. Aura has been
revamped with granite inlays on the
outer leaves of the tables and more line
detailing, while downlighters have been
added to display units.
Dining chairs were taller and wider
while the expanding dining table was
added to Inca, the brand’s bestselling
range.
G Plan is undergoing a major revamp,
with new branding and products.
Heritage was the first of four ranges to be
introduced, with heavier, more solid
pieces.
Exhibiting in the Midland Hotel next to
Manchester Central, Lebus introduced
several sofas. Boxter is a contemporary
European styled model while Nicole is a
angled design in a check fabric. The firm
moved to build on the success of its
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loose cover designs – it is producing 100
models a week – with Regatta in a heavy
jacquard with velvet accent cushions.
Campari sports large curves in a soft
cover/leather mix while Havana is a
traditionally shaped model with black,
rather than brown, feet.
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Opposite page, top: Hyder Living’s Cosmo
Far left: Core’s Bohemia
Left: Komfi’s Zen sports the new Vertikal support system
This page, above: Seduta d’Arte’s S603
Below: Wood Bros’ Verve
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LAS VEGAS
LISTEN AND LEARN
With almost 1,500 exhibitors, the show will also
host a series of seminars from business big hitters

Business leaders will present seminars at Las Vegas

The inaugural Autumn Las Vegas Market
at the World Market Center (14-17
September) will be a major event in
which an unprecedented amount of
product introductions will be featured –
more so than any previous market.
‘There will be tens of thousands of new
products and lines introduced at
September Las Vegas Market,’ says
Robert Maricich, World Market Center Las
Vegas ceo. ‘Impressively, 80% of surveyed
exhibitors will have product available for
immediate shipment, representing a
commonality that now is the time to play
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to win with aggressive product
introductions and, importantly, impactful
promotions and specials geared to
motivate buyers with incredible value.’
World Market Center has a number of
new resources for buyers specifically
looking for new product. Included is the
First Look: Las Vegas new product
showcase and breakfast.
First Look gives buyers two ways to
experience all the new products and
collections that will be unveiled at Las
Vegas Market. First, a products and
trends presentation kicks off the show on

Monday 14 September at 8.30am in
WorldView, Building B.
In addition, visitors will receive a copy
of the First Look products and trend
tracker, which is intended to whet
retailers’ appetites and guide their buying
at the show. Julie Smith, Nine Muses
Media products and trends editor will
present the trends and new products at
the breakfast.
Headlining the event’s Business
Survival Series will be visionary business
leader Howard Putnam, former
Southwest Airlines ceo turned author and
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consultant on business leadership,
customer service, change, ethics and
strategic thinking. With an undisputed
reputation for leading in unstable times,
Putnam’s presentation will offer practical
and simple steps to reach business goals.
His reinvention of the carrier provided the
template for low-cost airlines such as
Easyjet.
‘Some play the game, others change
the way the game is played,’ he says.
‘Today’s businesses need to decide
whether their model differentiates them
from the competition and whether they
are followers or trendsetters. We decided
at Southwest to change the way the
game is played.’
Maricich says the Business Survival
Series is designed to educate and equip
those seeking ways to identify new
revenue streams and maximise their
profits amid highly challenging economic
conditions.
‘We have secured some of the nation’s
most recognised and respected leaders to
share their best practices and how they
apply to the home furnishings industry. In
a rapidly changing global marketplace,
the insights and expertise shared in these
seminars will be vitally important to every
segment of the industry, and we
anticipate enormous turnouts for the
programme.’
Also participating in the series will be
Bill Child and Jeff Benedict. Child is the
founder of RC Wiley Home Furnishings
and subject of the book, How to Build a
Business Warren Buffet Would Buy,
written by Benedict. It is the story behind
a family-owned business that had only
one asset – a pick-up truck – when it
started in 1954; today the company is
owned by Warren Buffett and is valued at
more than $1bn.
The duo will explore how the firm
grew from a humble, small storefront into

New products can be seen at First Look

a multi-million-dollar company and share
valuable life lessons about leadership,
frugality, honesty, integrity, innovation
and customer service.
Leslie Carruthers, The Search Guru
president will present How to use
Facebook and other social network media
to enhance your business.

Travel
There are a series of accommodation and
travel deals for visitors, including 25
hotels.
Included in these hotel offerings will be

a complementary M-Line Shuttle Service
to Las Vegas Market, which picks up and
drops off from each host hotel every 15
minutes during peak hours and every 30
minutes midday. Full details can be found
at www.LasVegasMarket.com.
Compared to other convention cities,
Las Vegas is now one of the most
affordable US destinations, according to
the Las Vegas Visitors and Convention
Authority. Hotel rates are at an all-time
low and the average taxi fare is almost
half that of other major convention
locations, it claims.

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Suduko

Crossword

Easy

Medium

Difficult

For answers turn to page 131
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ACROSS
1 Distress signal
4 Rumple
8 Place side by side
14 Attempt
15 South American Indian
16 Large beer mug
17 Intention
18 Beat it!
19 Republic in central Europe
20 Coniferous tree
23 Drug yielding plant
24 Reykjavik coin
25 Afflict
28 Ethiopian baboon
30 Rice cooked in broth
33 Sorceress
36 Shake like ___
40 Cereal grass
41 Specific geographical places
42 Expert critic
45 Partway through period
46 Overhaul
51 Naval rank, briefly
52 Australian marsupial
55 Get in a hand
56 Art of tessellating
59 Conductor Toscanini
62 Spahn teammate
63 Witty remark
64 Native drum
65 Yemen neighbour
66 Word that can succeed old, ice
and bronze
67 Denounce
68 Window piece
69 Spearheaded

DOWN
1 Hogan’s Heroes setting
2 New World songbird
3 Emblem
4 Japanese soup
5 Unsanitary
6 Snakelike
7 Lustful deity
8 Pain and fever tablet
9 Lowly worker
10 Heap
11 Harem room
12 Rep.’s counterpart
13 Antiquity, old style
21 Meadow
22 Buccaneer
25 To ___ (perfectly)
26 ___ boy!
27 A pitcher may take one
29 Crusoe’s creator
31 Gaze intently
32 Bruins great Bobby
34 Universe
35 Is afflicted with
36 Apex, pinnacle
37 Cut of meat
38 Finishes
39 Hill insect
43 Annoying
44 Pertaining to the Ural Mountains
47 Lion, tiger, leopard, or jaguar
48 Beast
49 Stool pigeon
50 Shaped like the Big Top
53 Man of morals
54 South American ruminant
56 Ballet skirt
57 Psyche’s love
58 Actress Heche
59 ___ standstill
60 Fabled bird
61 HBO alternative
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Advertise
your show
here
14th – 17th September 2009
& 1 – 5 February 2010
www.lasvegasmarket.com

Reach 6,500 key industry buyers
in the most influential magazine
in the interiors market, call Ben
Watkins on 07917 863453
or email him at
bwatkins@interiorsmonthly.co.uk

19th – 22nd July 2009
www.manchesterfurnitureshow.com

Advertise
your show
here

Advertise
your show
here

Reach 6,500 key industry buyers
in the most influential magazine
in the interiors market, call Ben
Watkins on 07917 863453
or email him at
bwatkins@interiorsmonthly.co.uk

Reach 6,500 key industry buyers
in the most influential magazine
in the interiors market, call Ben
Watkins on 07917 863453
or email him at
bwatkins@interiorsmonthly.co.uk

Advertise
your show
here
25th – 27th May 2010
ExCeL London

www.londonfurnitureshow.com

Reach 6,500 key industry buyers
in the most influential magazine
in the interiors market, call Ben
Watkins on 07917 863453
or email him at
bwatkins@interiorsmonthly.co.uk

6th – 9th September 2009
Simmonscourt, RDS, Dublin

www.autumnfurniturefair.com

Advertise
your show
here
Reach 6,500 key industry buyers
in the most influential magazine
in the interiors market, call Ben
Watkins on 07917 863453
13th – 16th January 2010
or email him at
bwatkins@interiorsmonthly.co.uk www.heimtextil.messefrankfurt.com

8th – 10th September 2009
Harrogate Intenational Centre

www.nationalfloorshow.co.uk

Advertise your show here. Reach 6,500 key industry buyers in the most influential magazine in the interiors market,
call Ben Watkins today on 07917 863453, or email him at bwatkins@interiorsmonthly.co.uk

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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LEADERSHIP
COMMUNICATE
In these turbulent times the pressure on mds
and ceos to perform has never been greater

Getting the balance between setting the
long-term vision and direction for a
business and delivering on the short-term
demands of people, customers and profit,
is the age-old problem a leader has to
juggle with.
History has shown there are
characteristics the best leaders
demonstrate which ensure their success
and that of their businesses. The tougher
the marketplace the more important
these lessons learnt become.
Set a clear vision because a leader
needs followers. To drive a business
forward it’s important to align all the
people in the organisation and get them
to follow your lead and pull together for
the common good. It’s part of the role of
the leaders to set the vision for the
business and paint a picture of where the
company is going, what it will stand for
and what it can achieve.
In businesses with a clear vision and
sense of purpose individuals feel more
engaged, have a greater pride in their
organisation and show more personal
initiative to deliver results.
Leaders of organisations must ask
themselves: ‘If I were an employee in this
company would I buy into where we are
going and would it really motivate me to
do my best?’
Communicate, communicate and
communicate again – be a story teller!
Some of the greatest leaders in history,
Churchill, Lincoln, Kennedy and Mandela,
all recognised the importance of
communicating. They clearly articulated
their plans, their passion and their
requirements to deliver change and
results.
Don’t assume everyone in the
organisation knows what you have in
mind or what success looks like.
Communicate to everyone whether
verbally, electronically or in writing. Tell
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people what you want and expect but
also check they’ve understood.
Put in place the best team possible.
Choose the most able people for the job,
who have the skill, drive and ambition to
succeed. Get people by your side who
are aware of their own strengths which
complement your weaknesses and have
the courage, confidence and conviction
to challenge your ideas to ensure the
best possible result for the business.
This is not without its pitfalls. If you are
an inclusive leader, there is a danger it
can feel as if you are constantly talking
and arguing about things without
reaching a consensus. Don’t let it become
paralysing. Seek the team’s input and
have the debate, but as the leader be
prepared to make the decision.
As a leader you have to be able to
figure out how to share the credit for
your success with your inner team so
they feel part of the mission. You want to
bank a reserve of goodwill and that

involves, acknowledging your
shortcomings, crediting the contributions
of others and shouldering some of the
blame when your team gets things
wrong. This will drive loyalty in your
people and they will go the extra mile.
Be honest and ask yourself whether
you have the loyalty and belief of your
team. Have you given them the credit
when it’s been due and supported them
when it’s gone wrong?
In these challenging and uncertain
times staff look even more for leadership.
They want people who have clear vision,
communicate clearly what they want and
why, know their own limitations and get
people around them to complement the
gap in their skills. These leaders also share
the successes and failures with their team
in a manner which encourages every
individual to pull out the stops to do and
achieve more than they thought possible.
Richard Gomersall is Insight Consulting md
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Extra gift
worth £170
with orders
placed at the
showrooms!

Vale-Bridgecraft stockists benefit from referrals from the
companies regional showrooms. Our professional team
are on hand to welcome and guide the customer
through the buying process and accept their order
requirements. The order is passed to the stockist who
simply takes the payment and delivers the goods. The
customer is very satisfied as they receive an extra gift worth £170 for
placing the order on the day of the visit. This is a unique way of
generating sales and certainly helps our retailers create a more
comfortable bottom line.

Final polish
Not a warm welcome
When Carpetright took over
the former Woolworths store
in Potters Bar, Hertfordshire it
could not have anticipated the
response from locals. More
than 1,100 people have
joined the Get Carpet Right
(sic) out of Potters Bar group
on Facebook.
Nathan Gowers, store
manager says he and his staff
have had ‘nothing but abuse’
since it opened in May. ‘It’s
been tough but people are
warming to us.’
Sadly, it’s hotter than he
realises. A Facebook post at
the time of writing sees one
resident urge: ‘Kill it with
fire… It’s the only way’.
Blimey, it’s only a carpet store.

More books

Dawn, David,
Pauline, Sue, Jane
Mytholmroyd
West Yorkshire

Sharon , Maureen,
Loughborough
Leicestershire

Rex, Wendy,
Draycott
Gloucestershire

Penny, Rita,
Nutfield
Surrey

Roger, Gloria,
Eastleigh
Hampshire

Adriana, Jackie,
Lisburn
County Antrim

The best support in
the business

You can win a copy of The
Interior Design Bible,
produced in association with
Ideal Home.

The book, published this
month by Hamlyn priced
£16.99, shows how to assess
spaces and make plans,
choose finishes and furniture
and finalise design schemes
using accessories, finishing
touches and quick fixes.
For a chance to win a copy,
tell us the name of the book’s
publisher. The winner will be
the first person to email
akidd@interiorsmonthly or fax
01732 352 063 with the
correct answer.

Fishing for funds
The FTBA’s National Fishing
Day proved to be a triumph
for Easy Living Furniture, as
well as raising almost £2,000
for the industry charity.
Easy Living reeled in the
top team prize at the
Meadowlands Fisheries,
Coventry, event with a
combined catch of 225lb.
Team member Sean Sutton
scooped the best individual
prize with a total personal
catch of 120lb and John
Guest of Easy Living’s second
team – The Misfits – laid claim
to the heaviest fish award
with his 13lb 9oz catch.
Second place in the team
competition went to the Eyres
of Worksop team, Eyres and
Graces (combined weight
192lb 6oz) and third place to
Multiyork Furniture (130lb
12oz). Eyres team members

Follow the rainbow: Fashion designer Zandra Rhodes rarely does things by
halves. She has installed 144sqm of Amtico Stardust flooring in her London
home. The colour: rainbow – it matches the walls.

Superstar fitter

Chris and John Eaves took
second and third place in the
best personal catches of 89lb
and 60lb 14oz respectively.
Next year’s event is on 12
June.

Liverpool eco
Part of the Liverpool Design
Festival, the Eco Design Show
will showcase environmentally
friendly design and crafts
including interior products,
ceramics, furniture and
lighting from 30 October to
1 November at the Crypt Hall
of the Liverpool Metropolitan
Cathedral.
The Festival runs from
30 October until 8 November.
Visit www.liverpooldesign
festival.com for details.

Carpet fitters must earn more
than we realise. In a recent
edition of Closer, admin
assistant Sophie Vickers tells
how she has spent £17,000
on clothes and toys for her
baby son Theo in just one
year.
Vickers says she and her
partner, carpet fitter Chris, can
afford it, so why shouldn’t she
spend, spend spend. ‘I’m
always going to want to give
Theo everything. Chris would
like another child, but I’m not
sure,’ she says.
We’re not sure if Chris
could find the time for
another child, given the
amount of floors he must be
fitting to pay for it all.

Entertainment answers

ale

Easy

For more information on becoming a
Vale-Bridgecraft stockist
call us on 01422 885000
Best Fabric Upholstery

www.valeonline.co.uk

Handcrafted for
Generations.

Medium

Difficult
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THE AWARD WINNING GRANGE
COLLECTION JUST GOT BETTER

monthly
first for flooring and furniture

2009 Awards
Winners revealed

National Floor Show
Show guide

GRANGE | DINING
phone 0141 300 7200 or log onto www.morrisfurniture.co.uk

DESIGNED FOR LIVING

BY MORRIS FURNITURE

August 2009

To become an Award Winning Grange Collection Stockist please contact your agent,

Georgian Carpets’
Hathaway Berbers
Made with British Wool in 15 rustic colours
C ARPETS

FURNITURE

RUGS

BEDS

L AMINATE

UPHOLSTER Y

VINYL

August 2009
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